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PREFACE.

IN the following pages it is the aim of the

author to give some information relating to Wire-

less Telegraphy : the theory, the apparatus em-

ployed, and the methods of operation. Directions

are also given for making some of the various

pieces of apparatus, and illustrations are inserted

where they will make the text clearer. I have

made no attempt to make this a technical work,

but rather to give the information in such plain

language that anyone interested in the subject

may understand it.

EDWARD TREVERT.
LYNN, MASSACHUSETTS,

April, 1902.
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PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION

IN 1902 the author placed this little work before

the public. Since then the first edition has been

exhausted.

In order to bring the book up to date new matter

has been inserted in the form of Appendices, which

will give the reader some of the latest information

upon the subject. Diagrams and engravings have

also been added to enhance the value of the book.

EDWARD TREVERT.

LYNN, MASSACHUSETTS.

April, 1904.
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WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

CHAPTER I.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.

WHAT is electricity ? This is a question very

often asked but has never been fully answered.

The best theory to-day is that electricity is a wave

motion in the ultimate molecules of bodies. It

has been fairly proven that it is not the atmosphere

that transmits light ;
and as light is a kind of wave

motion, and in all wave motion something must

be moved, we naturally come to the conclusion

that there must be some medium permeating all

space capable of wave motion, and scientists have

called this medium the "ether." As far as we

know, the ether is not affected by gravity, nor does

it offer any resistance to a body moving in it.

Although the ether is not considered as matter,

i
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stresses of various kinds may be set up in it, some-

times in straight lines, sometimes in curved lines.

Professor Sloane says :
" Stress of ether represents

static charges, and the discharge relieves the stress.

When the discharge is continuous it is called a

current. The passage of a current stresses the

ether and establishes a field of force. A current

of electricity cannot go quietly through the ether

because it produces stress or waves in it. These

waves are identical with light waves."

Radiant heat is the same kind of waves. When

you feel the warmth of the sun on your body it is

the same thing as light. We call it heat, but it

is invisible radiation. From these theories we have

come to the conclusion that light and heat are

electrical waves.

Magnetism. Whenever there is a current of

electricity moving from one point to another, we

always have a manifestation that we call "
mag-

netism." The conditions exist at right angles to

the direction of the flow of the current.

The Ampere theory of magnetism is that every

molecule of a magnet has a minute current of elec-
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tricity circulating around it. An aggregation of

the molecules with their currents is the production

of a compact body with a current circulating out-

side of it (the magnet). Starting at the north

pole, this current travels around it in a direction

opposite to that traveled by the hands of a watch.

Starting at the south pole it is the reverse. There

is no energy expended in keeping up this current

after it is once started, because each one of the

constituent currents is of such minute dimensions

that it maintains itself. Hardened steel retains

its magnetism, while soft iron seems to lose it.

Induction. The phenomenon of induction plays

an important part in wireless electric wave signal-

ing. Induction may be defined as the " action

which one insulated electric body has on all other

bodies." This action, like all others dependent on

radiating forces, will diminish inversely as the

square of the distance. The inducing body must

be insulated from the body induced, otherwise a

discharge will take place between them instead of

induction. A medium of some kind must exist
;

but if it is a non-conductor sufficiently resistant to
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prevent direct transference, induction will take

place.

Conductors and Insulators. Some bodies allow

electricity to pass along them more freely than

others; these are called conductors. Those which

offer much resistance to the passage of the current

are called insulators, or non-conductors. The best

conductors are metals. Silver seems to be the

best conductor, and copper next. Copper is largely

used because it is commercially cheaper. The

worst conductors are dry air, all resinous bodies,

and oil. There is no such thing as a perfect insu-

lator, or a perfect conductor. The best conductor

will offer some resistance to the passage of a cur-

rent, while, on the other hand, the best insulator

will leak, or let some current pass.

Hertzian Waves. These waves take their name

from Dr. Hertz, who devoted a great deal of his

time to the elucidation of their properties. They
do not undulate as rapidly as heat waves, and,

as far as can be learned, vibrate at the rate of

230,000,000 per second, and travel at a velocity

of 186,400 miles per second. They are longer
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than those of light, and are capable of reflection,

refraction, and polarization. They may be set up

by any sudden discharge of electricity, such as that

produced by an induction coil, Leyden jar, or a

lightning flash. In order that these waves may be

made evident to our senses they must be received

by something which is capable of taking up the

same rate of vibration, or that is in tune with them,

as we will say, comparing them to sound waves.

Dr. Hertz proved experimentally that the dis-

charge from a Leyden jar is not the mere leveling

of the difference of potential between the two coat-

ings of the jar. He showed that there was a

series of extremely rapid surging waves, oscillating

until an equilibrium was established. He also

proved that these surging waves were capable of

inducing similar waves in bodies near them, pro-

vided these bodies were of such electrical capacity

as to be able to vibrate electrically and at the same

rate as the body which emitted them. This is

precisely what happens in the vibrations of sound

waves. For example : if a tuning-fork be set into

vibration, and another fork is brought in close
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proximity to it, it will set up vibrations and emit

a musical sound provided they are in tune with

one another. This is caused by the sound waves

propagated by the air. Professor Lodge showed

by experiment (it was really Dr. Hertz's original

experiment slightly modified by Lodge) that an

electric conductor may be adjusted or tuned to re-

spond to the oscillations set up by the discharge of

a Leyden jar. The experiment is as follows : take

a pair of Leyden jars exactly alike
; separate them

a short distance from one another. Now, if you

charge and discharge the first jar you will find that

the waves set up in the second circuit can be made

to cause it to overflow across a short air gap, pro-

vided that they are put in tune with one another.

Paste a strip of tin-foil over the lips of the second

jar. By means of a sliding-piece in the second

circuit which can be moved backwards and for-

wards, the length of the second circuit can be

varied so as to syntonize (or tune) it to the exact

rate of vibration as the first. The moment that

the first jar is discharged a minute but brilliant

spark is visible on the second jar between the edge
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of the strip of tin-foil, coming from the inner coat-

ing and outer coating of the jar. Of course, owing

to the small capacity of these jars, the waves are

very short, and their time of duration correspond-

ingly limited. These effects may be intensified

by increasing the size of the jars, or by removing

the coating farther from one another. A diagram

of the jars is shown in Fig. i. I is the first

Leyden jar connected to a source of
'

electricity of

high potential suitable for the purpose, and fur-

nished with a discharging circuit. 2 is the second

jar furnished with a similar circuit. 3 is the slid-

ing-piece which syntonizes (or tunes) it to the same

vibrations as the first jar. 4 i.s the strip of tin-
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foil which is pasted to the inner coating of the jar,

passing over the top, and reaching nearly down to

the edge of the outer coating. Of course the

reader understands that in the experiment the two

jars are entirely separate from each other. Great

precision of tuning is necessary.

A standard Hertz Oscillator and Resonator is

shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a powerful induc-

tion coil, with the terminals of its secondary coil

connected with the oscillator. This latter consists

of a pair of brass rods ending in a pair of brass

knobs. These knobs should be kept well polished.

The distance between the knobs is adjustable

There are also two large metal spheres (3-3),

which are fitted to slide on the brass rods. By

altering the position of these spheres, the oscil-

lator can be put into tune with the resonator (4),
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which consists of a wire bent into an early com-

plete circle, or it may be of rectangular shape,

terminating in a pair of small polished brass balls

very near together.

With the assistance of the resonator, Hertz

explored the space in the neighborhood of the

oscillator
;
and demonstrated the existence of elec-

tric waves, and also succeeded in differentiating

between electrostatic and magnetic waves. He

proved also that these oscillations have al l the

properties of light and heat waves.

By comparison, we have the following : The

human ear is capable of hearing waves in the air

of not less than 16 nor more than 44,000 per

second ;
which waves we call sound. When you

see a coal glowing at a red heat or anything at

that temperature, it is sending out waves at the

rate of 40,000,000,000 per second. It is estimated

that the sun is sending out light waves whose rate

of motion is over 500,000,000,000,000 vibrations

per second. Hertzian waves vibrate at the rate

of about 230,000,000 per second. In order to

show that these Hertzian waves are the same as
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the light waves, Dr. Hertz took waves of a kind

produced by alternating currents, and caused them

to do just what light waves will do : that is, he

caused them to interfere with each other. Speak-

ing of this experiment, Professor Thomson says,

" He (Hertz) found places where the waves would

wipe each other out. He knew that light waves

themselves did just the same thing. He found

furthermore, and this is curiously true, that he

could take magnetic waves and produce other

similar effects. Suppose we ,take a brilliantly

polished parabolic mirror, say of silver, and we put

a little coil here, and send currents of these very

rates of vibration through the coil (Fig. 3). The

Fig. 3.

electric wire conveying these alternating currents

sends electro-magnetic waves out into the space

around it, and they are reflected from the mirror
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according to the laws of light, so as to become a

parallel bundle of rays. He then placed some

distance away and in front of the reflector a prism

of pitch. He used pitch because it is cheap and

because it is an insulator. He passed the waves

through that prism and they went right through

the black pitch, went clear through, but they did

not come out in the straight direction. They are

turned. They are refracted. They are bent, just

as the light was bent ;
but these waves are 3^

feet long, and light waves are 1-40,000 of an inch

long, or less.

" How does he know that the waves were re-

fracted in that way ? He simply constructs an elec-

trical device consisting of a coil of insulated wire

with the ends approaching quite near each other.

This device is called a resonator or electrical sym-

pathizer. With this device he feels around in the

space. He constructs a device which will respond

to waves 3^ feet long. He feels around the pitch

prism and in the space beyond ;
and just as soon

as he gets in the path of the waves he sees that

he is in path of the ray, for the coil gives a little
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spark between its ends. He now gets further

away and feels in the space again. He follows

these rays to the point where they leave the prism

out through different angular positions, traces

them out through space. He has not got eyes

that can see waves 3! feet long ;
but by the elec-

trical device he can give himself eyes, and that

electrical device is nothing more nor less than the

tiny coil resonator. If he makes the coil too big

to respond or sympathize with waves 3^ feet long,

he sees nothing ;
but make it just right, the right

length, tune it up, and if there are any of those

waves in the space then the little coil will sympa-

thize with them and there will be seen a little

spark at its ends."

Electric waves or impulses are produced when

a momentary current is made to pass along a

wire upon another similar wire entirely separate

from it, but parallel to it, and of the same length.

Preece, in his early attempts to transmit messages

across space, used this principle. The apparatus

used by him consisted of two triangles of insulated

wire, one at the sending end and one at the receiv-
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ing end. The former was connected with a source

of electricity whereby short, powerful, intermittent

currents could be sent over the circuit and along

the triangle. For example : a number of battery

cells and a telegraph key may constitute the trans-

mitting apparatus, while the receiving triangle may
be connected to a delicate galvanometer or a very

sensitive telephone. It is possible to transmit in-

telligible signals to considerable distance through

space or even through solid earth by means of the

induction-current set up in the triangle No. 2

under the influence of the momentary current sent

through triangle No. I. A diagram of this appa

ratus is shown in Fig. 4. The best results are ob-

tained when the bases of the triangles are of equal

lengths, and not separated from each other by a

distance greater than this length. For this reason

the application of this method of signaling through

space is necessarily limited. For illustration : If

you wish to signal in this manner from Lynn to

Salem (the distance is five miles), it would be ne-

cessary to stretch a line of wire five miles long on

the Lynn side and another wire precisely similar
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and parallel to it on the Salem side. Thus the

expense of construction would make it very imprac-

ticable. Referring to Fig. 4 : A is the battery, B

Fig.

is the tapping-key, C is the galvanometer, D is the

transmitting triangle, and E is the receiving tri-

angle.

The Coherer We now come to the peculiar

property of coherence, which enables us to make

use of the difference of resistance that is set up in

a piece of apparatus termed a coherer, and allows

a current of electricity to pass from a local battery

along the cohering points, and then ring a bell,

work a telegraph relay, and sound or otherwise

make it clearly evident to our senses that Hertzian

waves have been sent out .by the transmitter. If a

current of electricity be sent round a glass tube

containing iron filings, the filings which originally
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appeared as a confused mass without order, imme-

djately take up a symmetrical position, the individual

particles arranging themselves in lines transversely

to the direction of the flow of the current : this is

due to the fact that every manifestation of electricity

is accompanied by a magnetic effect. The same

thing, or something very similar, occurs if a tube

containing metallic filings, and furnished with pro-

jecting wires, be placed in the path of the Hertzian

waves set up by the transmitter : the effect is not

quite so marked or so distinctly visible to the eye

as where a current is passing over the tubes
;
but

coherence does take place, and the resistance of the

filings to the passage of a current of electricity is

greatly lowered, and on this principle the coherer

is made. If a battery be connected up in series

with such a tube and with an electric bell or a cur-

rent detector, the resistance presented by the fil-

ings (in their ordinary conditions) may be so great

as to prevent sufficient current passing to either
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bell or the current detector to show any indication

of its flow
;
but immediately on receiving the im-

pact of an Hertzian wave, the resulting coherence

so lowers the resistance of the filings that the cur-

rent flows freely, and rings the bell, or causes the

needle of the current detector to deflect very sen-

sibly. Such an arrangement, of a tube with pro-

jecting wires, is called a "Coherer." A very sim-

ple form of coherer is shown in Fig. 5, and is

known as the "
Branly Tube."
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CHAPTER II.

HISTORICAL NOTES.

IN 1853 J. B. Linsay demonstrated that a mes-

sage could be transmitted across water at points

500 yards apart without continuous wires, and he

patented this invention in 1854. Preece made

some very interesting experiments between the

years of 1884 and 1894, which culminated in his

induction system, which was described in chapter

i. Riess, Henry, Paalzowand Oliver Lodge made

many experiments, and proved the existence of

surging waves during the discharge of a Leyden

jar. Henry called attention to the great distance

to which the induction effect of these surging dis-

charges could extend, and mentions the fact that a

single spark of about an inch in length from the

prime conductor of a machine passing to the end

of a circuit of wire placed in an upper room pro-

duced an induction sufficiently powerful to magne-
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tize needles in a parallel circuit of iron placed in

the cellar beneath, at a perpendicular distance of

thirty feet, with two floors and ceilings, each four-

teen inches thick, intervening." Dr. Hertz, be-

tween the years of 1886 and 1891, by means of a

series of experiments gave to the world the knowl-

edge of these electric waves, and their effects on

surrounding bodies, so that we can now put them

to practical use. Hertz's results were all obtained

with only a simple resonator, the same as shown in

Fig. 2, Chapter L, a detector of the presence of

electric waves. Professor Hughes in 1880 used

the microphonic transmitter to detect the presence

of ethereal waves. This Lodge called a coherer.

In 1889 Lodge was investigating the action of

lightning guards used for protecting telegraphic

instruments from the effects of lightning dis-

charges. These were made by adding as a shunt

to the circuit containing the instrument, an open

circuit with a small air-gap, with terminals consist-

ing of a pair of small brass balls, across which the

discharge jumped, rather than flow round the coils

of the instrument which had great self-induction,
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and therefore offered much opposition to a sudden

rush of current. Lodge found that when the

knobs were placed too close together, even a Ley-

den jar discharge would often short-circuit the gap,

the knobs being found, both by electrical and me-

chanical tests, to be feebly united at a single point.

The knobs really became a coherer.

When the knobs were in mechanical contact,

and separated only by an extremely thin film, con-

sisting probably of oxide, very feeble sparks were

found to be sufficient to produce this effect. The

adhesion of the two surfaces was demonstrated by

means of an electric bell placed, together with a

single battery cell, in the circuit, and every time a

spark occurred the bell rang, and continued to ring

until the table on which the apparatus was stand-

ing, or some part of the support of the knobs, was

tapped, so as to shake them asunder again. In

the meantime, Hertz's experiments had attracted

general attention from physicists. Professor Min-

chin in 1891, when working with some photo-elec-

tric cells, and especially some which behaved

abnormally, as it seemed to him at the time,
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and which he called "impulsion cells," found that

when a Hertz oscillator was working in another

part of the room, the electrometer connected with

his cells responded, and by means of this detector,

which certainly depended on the coherer principle,

he succeeded in signaling without wires over a

considerable number of yards.

Professor Boltzmann used a charged gold-leaf

electroscope for a like purpose, arranging it so that

the electroscope was just on the point of dischar-

ging across a minute air-gap, so that its leaves were

deflected by a definite amount. It was found,

when in this condition, to be extremely sensitive to

Hertzian waves, which, if excited in any part of

the room, would bridge over the gap and discharge

the instrument.

This, as Professor Lodge points out, is not a

detector depending on the principle of cohesion,

but it led him, when repeating the experiment in a

modified form, to the conclusion that cohesion

could be effected by the surgings due to the regu-

lar Hertzian waves.

In 1891 Professor Branly, in Paris, published
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some experimental researches of the greatest im-

portance, in which he showed that metals in the

state of powder or filings, and also various mix-

tures of metallic powders with non-conducting ones,

which ordinarily offer an extremely high resistance

to the passage of an electric current, fell enormous-

ly and quite suddenly in resistance, whenever an

electric spark occurred in the neighborhood. This

lowered resistance continued for some time, but

the powder could be instantly restored to its high

resistance state by tapping it, and in some cases by

increasing the temperature.

Guglielmo Marconi has probably done more to

perfect and put wireless telegraphy on a commercial

basis than any one man. His discoveries were first

announced in 1896. In March, 1897, McClure's

Magazine published the first magazine article ever

published about him in this country. In June, 1 899,

it was announced that he had been successful in

signalling across the English Channel without

wires. On Dec. 14, 1901, Marconi announced to

the world that he had succeeded in establishing

communication by Hertzian waves through space
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between Cornwall, England, and St. Johns, New-

foundland, a distance of nearly 2,000 miles. In St.

Johns he attached the aerial wire to a kite which

had an elevation of about 400 feet, while at Corn-

wall there were twenty masts 2 1 o feet high each

with a suspended wire, though not all of them were

used. The transmitter required a current from a

dynamo sufficient to light 300 incandescent lamps,

the resulting spark being so brilliant that no one

could look at it with unshaded eyes. Popoff is

now experimenting in Russia, and has a system

bearing his name which the Russian Government

is now using.

Professor M. I. Pupin has a system of wireless

telegraphy ;
and his method of tuning to protect the

secrecy of messages is said to be perfect.

Julio Cervera Baviera, of Spain, has a system of

wireless telegraphy which is somewhat complicated,

but possesses some merits not included in other

systems.

Braun has a system of wireless telegraphy which

the Austrian government has adopted.

Gurrini has shown that it is possible to extend
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greatly the range of the Marconi form of receiver

by using in conjunction with it a delicate form of

relay or as he calls it a "
repeater

"
(this relay is in

conjunction with the coherer), which, on receiving,

the impact of the waves from the transmitter, auto-

matically closes the circuit with another coil bat-

tery and transmitter, and thus transmits the mes-

sage to a greater distance.

" Professor A. Slaby, inventor of the process of

wireless telegraphy which the German Emperor has

lately ordered to be used by all German warships,
which is known as the Slaby-Arco system, has, in

an interview in Berlin, given to Nikola Tesla the

credit for making possible all the systems of wire-

less telegraphy now known.
" Professor Slaby refers to Mr. Tesla as the

' father of wireless telegraphy,' according to the

published reports of his interview
;
and says that

Tesla first explained and worked out in his book
'Inventions and Researches,' published in 1894,
the theory which thereafter Marconi was the first

to demonstrate practically. While he gives Mar-
coni the credit for the demonstration, Professor

Slaby ascribes the origin of wireless telegraphy to

the New York inventor.
"
Probably few people outside of those interested

in technical studies have read this first announce-
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ment of the theory and of the outline of a process
for carrying it out that gave to the world the sys-
tem of communication now in daily use on the seas.

Indeed few know that Tesla promulgated it years
before the first wireless message was sent.

The book referred to by Professor Slaby as pub-
lished in 1894, was really a republication of the

facts and speculations put forth by Mr. Tesla in a

lecture delivered before the National Electric

Light Association, at St. Louis, at its sixteenth

convention which was in session from February 28,

to March 2, 1891." From the New York Sun.
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CHAPTER III.

EXPERIMENTS WITH HERTZIAN WAVES.

A SIMPLE experiment in wireless telegraphy is

shown in Fig. 6, and may be performed in the

following manner.

Take a piece of glass tube i inch long by

| inches bore, fit it at each end with corks.

Through the center of each cork push a piece of

No. 1 6 copper wire. Be sure and clean the portion

of the wire that is to go inside of the tubes. Now

remove one cork, and nearly fill the tube with

iron filings (these must be perfectly clean and

free from grease). Insert the cork again and

adjust the wires so that they nearly, but not quite,

touch each other in the tube. This tube now is

a simple "coherer," and may be attached in a

horizontal position to an ordinary electric bell by

one of the protruding wires. The other protruding

wire of the coherer is attached to one pole of an
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ordinary "Grenet" battery, while the other pole

of the battery is connected to the now remaining

free pole of the bell. Now gently push the wires

passing through the coherer making them approach

each other until the bell just rings ;
then draw

them apart until it just stops ringing. Now your

receiver is complete.

The next thing to do is to improvise a trans-

mitter
;

this may be clone as follows : Take a

Leyden jar of about one pint capacity and charge

it, this may be done with a Wimshurst machine

(8-inch plate size will be large enough), or from a

current from induction coil, the current being

supplied by a battery of three or four bicromate

cells. When a jar is brought within six or eight
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inches of the coherer and discharged by means of

an ordinary discharging rod, the electric waves

set up by the discharge will cause the particle of

the coherer to cohere, thus allowing the current

from the battery to pass through them to the bell,

which will ring and continue to ring until the

filings are decohered, which may be done by tap-

ping the tube.

In all wireless telegraphy experiments a system

of "tuning" must be employed in order to estab-

lish perfect unison between the transmitter and

receiving apparatus. This tuning is very essential

to the privacy of the message. The transmitter

and receiver are so tuned, or syntonized, to each

other that no message can be "tapped
"
or received

except by the instrument for which it is intended.

The Marconi receiving apparatus has two wings,

or "capacities," which are used not only as con-

ductors of Hertzian waves to the coherer, but as

tuning accessories ;
without these the receiver

would not respond so rapidly or accurately.

The Receiver. A simple receiver can be made

by using a common telegraph sounder, or even an
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electric bell. In the path between the sounder

(or bell) and the battery place the coherer. The

coherer in its ordinary state presents so much

resistance to the battery current that sounder or

beil will not work. But if the coherer is put in

tune with the transmitter, which is to emit the

Hertzian waves when a spark passes between the

electrodes (oscillators) of the transmitter, the waves

set up by it will break down the resistance of the

coherer, and cause the battery current to pass,

and operate .the sounder or bell.

A difficulty to overcome is, unless some means

be employed to restore the particles in the coherer

to their original non-conducting state, the current

from the battery will continue to flow through the

sounder or bell. We must decohere the filings.

For this purpose we have a little rod and hammer

arranged in such a manner that when the sounder

or bell works it taps against the glass of the

coherer, and effects the decoherence of the filings.

A diagram of the Marconi original apparatus is

shown in Fig. 7.

By referring to the diagram you will be-
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come familiar with the parts and understand its

operation.

Fig. 7.

Transmitter.

A is the contact breaker.

B is the tube of vaseline oil in which the large
brass balls are half immersed.

4 4 are the two brass balls.

C is the induction coil.

D is the battery.

Receiver.

E is the coherer.

F is the decoherer.

G is the telegraph sounder.
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H is the battery which operates the sounder.

/ is the battery which operates the decoherer.

JJ are the resonators.

The coherer is also connected to 'the earth and

to the sky pole. This pole varies in height, de-

pending upon the distance that a message is to be

sent, anywhere from 100 to 150 feet.

In large wireless telegraphy stations eighteen or

twenty poles are arranged in a circle. Around the

top of the poles is stretched a wire screen,

thoroughly insulated from the poles which receive

the Hertzian waves from the transmitter at the

sending station.

How to make a Coherer First take a glass

tube ii inches long with a T
3
g
inch bore, then take

two pieces of silver rod each about | inch long to

fit the tube, and solder on the one end of each a

piece of No. 20 bare copper wire. Now fit one of

the pieces of silver with the wire attached to it

into the tube, and seal the tube off round the wire.

Now take a small quantity of mediumly coarse

silver and nickel filings, and mix them in propor-

tion
;

to silver four parts, nickel ninety-six parts.
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Add a trace of metallic mercury, and place a few of

them in the tube
;
these filings can be made by

filing a ten-cent silver piece, and a five-cent nickel,

with a coarse file. Now insert the other silver rod

with wire attached, allowing a space of about one

millimeter between the silver rods. The space

should be a little more than half filled with the

prepared filings. The last rod should also be

sealed in the glass like the first. The coherer

may now be used, but it will last longer and work

better if the air is exhausted from the tube when

it is sealed. By this means the filings are pre-

vented from oxidization. Fig. 8 shows the coherer

finished.

Fig. 6.

Another way to make a coherer is to take a

piece of glass tube about ii
"
long, with a^ "

bore,

and insert at each end a small piece of brass rod

3^-

"
in diameter. File this with a fine file until

it fits the glass tube, then smooth it off with emery

paper until it is bright and clean. As with the
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coherer previously described, leave a space in the

middle of the tube between the brass rods of about

i millimeter, in which place the silver and nickel

filings. The coherer may be mounted upon metal

standards made of large size binding posts with

thumb screws, in order that it may be adjusted

and the rods retained in place. Fig. 9 shows this

form of a coherer mounted on a base board.

How to make a Transmitter. Procure three or

four cells of some good closed circuit battery, such

as the Grenet, Bunsen, or a small storage cell, also

a Ruhmkorff coil, one that will give a i-inch spark

will do. Of course the larger the coil the further

you can transmit the messages. A coil giving a

inch spark will do for | of a mile distance and for

lecture room experiments. Now take a common

telegraph key and connect it in series with the

battery and coil. A diagram of connections is

shown in Fig. 10. I is the battery, 2 is the tele-
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graph key, 3 is the Ruhmkorff coil, 4 is the oscil-

lators. The oscillators are two solid brass balls

about ^ of an inch diameter
; these are not in-

cluded with the small-sized coils, so that the experi-

menter will have to procure them separately. The

Fig.iO.

a*

author has in use some that came off of some old

electric bells
; they were used for the hammer or

striker. These should be well polished and always

kept bright and clean, so that you may get a good

snappy spark. Bore a hole in the brass balls and

insert a short piece of No. 16 brass wire, then sol-
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der it in. The wire should then be bent into shape,

thus, Z. The oscillators should now be adjusted

so that the air gap between them will be about j

of an inch; this is for the reason that a "fat"

spark emits waves of greater intensity than a long

thin one, and hence is better to use in " Wireless

Telegraphy." 5 is the copper plate about a foot

or a foot and a half square which is fastened to the

pole or sky rod
;
this pole should be about 25 to 50

feet high. An insulated wire is soldered to the

plate, and its free end attached to the rod of one

of the oscillators. The other oscillator is connected

to the ground plate 6, by an insulated wire. This

ground plate is the same size as the one on the

sky pole, and is buried in the ground to the depth

of 2 feet. Where it is convenient the ground wire

may be attached to the water pipe. As the coil

comes already mounted on a baseboard, it is better

to mount the telegraph key on a separate base-

board of convenient size. The key acts as a circuit

breaker, and with it one may tap out the Morse

alphabet, but it must be done slowly, and sufficient

time given each dot and dash for the passage of a

good spark.
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How to make a Receiver Having previously

described the coherer we will omit it. It is one

of the most important parts of the receiver. Pro-

cure a common form of electric bell having a 2^-

inch gong, 5 dry batteries, and a "pony" relay,

wound for 100 ohms. For convenience' sake we

will make the bell do double service, viz., give the

signals and act as a decoherer. To the hammer

of the bell attach a piece of No. 16 brass wire one

inch long. This may be done by drilling a hole in

the knob or hammer of the bell, Jnserting one end

of the wire
;
solder it firmly. Be sure that the bell

will ring freely when it is lying, gong upwards, on

the baseboard. Fig. 1 1 shows the bell with wire

fastened in position. The bell, dry batteries, co-

herer, and relay should now all be mounted on a

baseboard about 12 by 7 inches. Fig. 12 shows
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how to connect up the apparatus. All the appa-

ratus excepting the coherer can be procured at an

electrical supply store, and it is much cheaper to buy

it than to make it yourself. Referring to Fig. 12,

A is the coherer, B is the decoherer, C is the bell,

D is the relay, E is the battery to bell through

relay contact, F is the battery to relay and coherer,

G is the plate on sky pole and H is the plate in

ground. Considerable care and patience will be

necessary to adjust the receiver, but a little perse-

verance will meet with success. On account of

the position the bell occupies in relation to the co-

herer, the use of this form of receiver is limited.
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Mr. S. R. Bottone is the author of this arrange-

ment for making the bell do the double service of

giving the signal and decohering the coherer.

Another form of transmitter is to use a regular

4-ohm telegraph sounder in place of the bell and

to use a separate decoherer. The decoherer can

A is the coherer.

B is the decoherer.

C is the second circuit battery.

/MS the relay.

G is the wire to ground.
H is the aerial wire.

D is the coherer and relay yis the ground plate.

battery.

E is the sounder.

K\s> the aerial plate.

be made from an electric bell, by taking off the

gong and making the hammer do the tapping. The

magnets of the decoherer should be wound to 4
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ohms resistance, the same as the sounder. The

author is indebted to Mr. A. Frederick Collins, in

the "Scientific American," for this idea. Fig 13

shows a diagram of connections.

A very interesting experiment may be done as

follows : connect a small electric motor (most any

of the $1.00 toy motors will do) in circuit with

the local battery and the relay, and arrange it so

that when the armature of the relay operates it

completes the circuit, and sets the motor running.

Now having the apparatus thus arranged, press the

telegraphic key, and the moment that the spark

oscillates between the oscillators of the Ruhmkorff

coil, the motor starts
f running, and will continue

to run until you decohere the coherer by tapping

it with a lead pencil, or some other light article.
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The coherer is in circuit with another local battery

and the relay, the tapper being cut out. A diagram

of the connections is given in Fig. 14. This is a

very pretty lecture-room experiment.

Another fascinating experiment is to remove the

motor and replace it with a small incandescent

AERIAL

battery lamp of about one candle power. Having

done this, press the telegraphic key as before, and

the lamp will light every time that the spark jumps

the space between the oscillators of the Ruhmkorff

coil, providing, that you decohere the coherer as

before as with the motor. A diagram of the lamp

in circuit is given in Fig. 15.
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CHAPTER IV.

ELECTRIC BATTERIES FOR WIRELESS
TELEGRAPHY.

A GOOD closed circuit battery will be needed to

operate the induction coil one giving a large,

strong current. Either a sto-

rage battery, a Bunsen, a

Grenet, or a plunge battery

will be suitable. Three or

four cells connected in series

will be sufficient to operate a

-J-inch spark coil.

The Grenet Battery, shown

in the engraving, consists of

a glass jar or bottle. A well

amalgamated zinc plate forms

one pole, and a pair of carbcn
Grenet Battery American

Form. plates, one on each side ot

the zinc, joined at the hard rubber top, form the

other pole. The zinc plate is fixed to a brass rod,
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by which it can be drawn up out of the solution

when not in use. To charge this battery proceed

as follows :

To three pints of cold water add five fluid ounces

of sulphuric acid. When this becomes cold add

six ounces (or as much as the solution will dis-

solve) of finely pulverized bichromate of potash.

Mix well.

Pour the above solution into the glass cell until

it nearly reaches the top of the spherical part ;

then draw up the zinc and place

the element in the cell. The

fluid should not quite reach the

zinc when it is drawn up.

The Bunsen Cell consists of a

glass jar containing the amalga-

mated zinc cylinder and dilute

sulphuric acid. In the inner

porous cup a plate of carbon

dips into concentrated nitric

acid. There is no polarization
Tbe Bunsen CelL

for the hydrogen liberated at the zinc plate, in

passing through the nitric acid on its way to the
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carbon plate, decomposes the nitric acid, and is

itself oxidized, producing water and the red fumes

of nitric peroxide gas. This gas does not produce

polarization, as it is readily soluble in nitric acid.

This battery has a large amount of electro-motive

force and a low internal resistance. (See illus-

tration.)

The Storage Cell or Accumulator. The possi-

bility of storing electrical energy was first sug-

gested in 1801, by Guatherot's discovery that two

plates of the same metal immersed in acid, after

having been subjected to the action current of

electricity in one direction, would produce a sec-

ondary current of electricity in the opposite direc-

tion. In 1849 Gaston Plante" devised a storage-

battery consisting of plates of lead immersed in

dilute sulphuric acid. Camille A. Faure made the

remarkable discovery that a paste of oxide of lead

mechanically applied to the plates, brought them

instantly into the condition to receive a charge

which was only accomplished by Plante after

months of electrical treatment. For illustration

of a modern storage cell we will take the following.
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The American or Morrison Storage Cell The

plate for this cell consists of a ribbon of lead folded

on itself, until of sufficient size for the plate.

A slot is mortised on the ends of the strip, and

the frame of lead is passed around and clamps the

tape firmly together.

The American Storage Cell.

The plates are then pickled in a solution of nitro-

muriatic acid for about four hours, the pickle being

nearly boiling. They are then taken out and al.

lowed to dry in the sun and then formed by the

Plante process.
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The American Battery Company has also made

this plate by pasting, according to the Faure pro-

cess, and they have given very fine results, being

remarkably free from sulphating ;
and when looked

after and not allowed to buckle except as to cut-

ting through evaporation of electrolyte give good

results,

The Plunge Battery This battery is shown

on page 44. It consists of a number of carbon

The Plunge Battery.

and zinc plates fastened on a frame-work so ar-

ranged that they may be raised out of the jars from
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the liquid all at one time by simply turning a

crank. A bicromate of potash and dilute sulphuric

acid solution is used with this form of battery. It

gives a large current and about 2 volts to each

cell. Full directions for making a plunge battery

will be found in "
Dynamos and Electric Motors ;

All About Them."

Dry Batteries It is often necessary to arrange

batteries so that they may stand considerable jar-

ring, or even overturning, when a

liquid would be spilled. Therefore

came the invention of the dry

battery : of this type the Burnley

dry battery is one of the leading

batteries of the present time.

Burnley Dry Battery. - - The

battery shown in the cut is made

by filling in the space between a

hollow carbon cylinder and a metal

plate which faces both external and

internal surfaces of the cylinder,

with the chemicals in a dry or rather a pasty form.

The whole is then sealed tight into the covering

The Burnley Dry
Battery.
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and is ready for use. Neither of the elements is

consumed during action, but the chemicals are

decomposed. It is, there-

fore, free from the effects

of polarization during the

greater portion of its life,

and can be restored again

when exhausted by passing

a current from its positive

to its negative pole, being

thus, in a certain sense,

a storage battery. Its

E.M.F. is about 1:40 volts,

and it will give a current

of 7 amperes, as its inter-

nal resistance is J ohm.

The Mesco Dry Battery

is one of the best dry bat-

teries on the market. Its

electro-motive force is

about 2 volts; it gives about 8 to 10 amperes

current. See illustration.

The No. 2 Samson Battery This is the reg-

Mesco Dry Battery.
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ular or circular zinc form of the battery. It is

contained in a jar 4^ inches square, and is 8 inches

over all. The cell has a voltage of from 1.40 to

1.47, and an amperage on short circuit of from 12

to 16 amperes. As this battery is intended solely

4i x 4^ x 8 inches.

Samson Battery.

for intermittent work, this large current is but

momentary. This cell is adapted for wireless

telegraphy apparatus, and all special work requir-

ing a battery having great initial strength, and

capable of quick recovery after hard work. The

parts are interchangeable.
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CHAPTER V.

THE MARCONI SYSTEM OF WIRELESS
TELEGRAPHY.

THE arrangement of an apparatus for long

distance work is shown in Fig. 16. A is the

coherer tube with silver pole-pieces ;
B is a local

cell connected with the coherer and a sensitive

telegraphic relay. When the Hertzian waves im-

pinge on the coherer its resistance falls enough to

allow the current from the cell B to flow through

it and energize the electro-magnet of the relay C,
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and close a circuit containing a battery (composed

of a number of cells connected together) with a

Morse telegraphic' sounder, D, and a trembling

electric bell, E, with the gong removed, which acts

as a decoherer. The hammer of the bell is so

adjusted as to tap the coherer tube and shake the

filings in it enough to decohere them.

Small choking coils, F, F, (these are coils wound

so as to have self-induction) are introduced between

the coherer and the relay. The function of these

coils is to compel the greater part of the oscilla-

tory current induced in the circuit by the electric

waves to traverse the coherer, instead of wasting

most of its energy in the circuit afforded by the

relay. Marconi found that if these coils were

omitted, and other circumstances remained the

same, the distance at which the signals could be

distinguished is reduced to nearly half that attained

when they are employed. Marconi also found that

unless provision was made against it, the relay,

the sounder, and the tapper, all produced disturb-

ing effects on the receiver
;
but he remedied these

effects by introducing suitable non-inductive resis-
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tances G, H, I, and K, in parallel with them.

This shunting prevented all sparking at the con-

tacts and sudden perturbations, due to the local

battery current, both of which would otherwise

produce disturbing effects on the coherer. L is

the aerial wire, and M is wire to ground plate,

N is the local battery operating the sounder and

decoherer.

Marconi has invented a " Reflector System."

This is an arrangement whereby the receiver

answers only to waves coming in a certain definite

*

direction. This apparatus differs from the one

last described in that the vertical wire and earth

connection are done away with and are replaced

by two copper strips, the sizes of which must be
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carefully adjusted so that the receiver may be in

tune (or syntony) with the waves sent out by the

transmitter. A parabolic cylindrical reflector is

placed so that the tube of the coherer lies with its

axis in its focal line. Fig. 17 shows a plan of

the receiving apparatus. A plan of the transmit-

I

ting apparatus is shown in Fig. 18. With this an

oscillator designed by Righi is placed in the focal

line of the parabolic cylindrical reflector in order

to concentrate the waves in the right direction.

Regarding this system, Marconi says, in a paper

read before the Institute of Electrical Engineers :

"There exists a most important case to which

the reflector system is applicable, namely, to enable
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ships to be warned by lighthouses, light vessels, or

other ships, not only of their proximity to danger,

but also of the direction from which the warning

comes. If we imagine that A is a lighthouse, pro-

vided with a transmitter of electric waves, con-

stantly giving a series of intermittent impulses or

flashes, and B a ship provided with a receiving

apparatus placed in the focal line of a reflector, it

is plain that, when the receiver is within range of

the oscillator, the bell will be rung only when the

reflector is directed towards the transmitter, and

will not ring when the reflector is not directed

towards it. If the reflector is caused to revolve

by clock-work, or by hand, it will, therefore, give

warning only when occupying a certain section of

the circle in which it revolves. It is therefore

easy for a ship in a fog to make out the exact

direction of the point A, whereby, by the conven-

tional number of taps or rings, she will be able to

discern either a dangerous point to be avoided, or

the port or harbor for which she is endeavoring

to steer."

A photo-engraving of one of Marconi's Wireless
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Telegraphy Stations is shown on page 53. It is

situated on the shore of South Wellfleet, Cape

Cod, Mass. The tops of the poles are about 365

Cape Cod Marconi Wireless Telegraph Station.

feet above the level of the sea, and are placed in a

circle, as you can see by the picture. The photo-

graph was taken by Miss M. R. Orne. From the

position from which this picture was taken, only
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one of the buildings can be seen. The buildings

and poles are situated on a high sand bluff on the

ocean side. This station is maintained to commu-

nicate with ships at sea.

Speaking of Marconi's recent success in estab-

lishing communication across the Atlantic Ocean,

Ray Stannard Baker says in McClure's Magazine :

" He told me that one of the projects which he

hoped soon to attempt, was to communicate be-

tween England and New Zealand. If the electric

waves follow the curvature of the earth, as the

Newfoundland experiments indicate, he sees no

reason why he should not send signals 6000 or

10,000 miles as easily as 2000.

" Then there is the whole question of wireless

telegraphy on land, a subject hardly studied, al-

though messages have already been sent upward of

sixty miles over land."
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CHAPTER VI.

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT WIRELESS
TELEGRAPHY.

MR. WILLIAM MARCONI, inventor of wireless

telegraphy, arrived in New York, Saturday, March

i, 1 902, aboard the American Line Steamship Phila-

delphia, upon which were conducted the most in-

teresting and important experiments that have yet

been made in the transmission of actual wireless

messages to very great distances. The station at

Poldhu, in Cornwall, undertook to keep in commu-

nication with the Philadelphia as long as might be

possible. Six messages were received during the

first four days of the run, these beginning when the

vessel was 250 miles distant from the sending sta-

tion. On Feb. 25, at 10.30 P.M., the last actual mes-

sage was received at a distance of 1551 statute

miles, but at midnight of the next day, the distance

then being 2099 miles, intelligible signals, consist-
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ing as in the case of the first transatlantic experi-

ment of the letter ' S "
repeated in several

combinations, were distinctly obtained. All the

messages were sent in one direction, the sending

appliances on the steamer not being sufficiently

powerful to attempt to return messages to the

Cornish sending station.
1

Disruptive Discharges " Mr. K. R. Johnson

has taken up the study of the conditions of the

formation of disruptive discharges. The conclu-

sions he arrives at are that a higher potential dif-

ference is required for the first discharge than for

following ones, while the oscillations are more in-

tense from the first spark than those that follow it,

The intensity of oscillation augments with the

striking distance. The length of waves given out

augments also in proportion with their intensity.

Breakdown potential differences are more regular

when the negative pole of the apparatus is earthed.

The potential difference of the spark he finds also

to be independent of the capacity connected to the

extremities of the wire." 2

1 From the Electrical Review.
*
Eclairage Electrique^ Paris.
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Speaking of the "
Slaby System," Alfred G. Dell

says in the Electrical Review :

" I see by a statement of Professor A. Slaby,

under date of Berlin, April 2, 1902, that he claims

he published discoveries of his system of wireless

telegraphy in December, 1900.

"
By referring to an abstract in an electrical jour-

nal I find he concludes there is a loop at the top

of the aerial receiving wire and a node at the

earthed end, and he extends a wire from the end

earthed until he supposes he has reached another

loop the same as exists at the top of the aerial

wire, and at that point places his coherer. Whether

the vertical wire is divided in such a manner seems

to me to be in doubt, as I know of no experiments

that prove there is such a division, but be that as it

may, I am sure from experiments that there are

segments formed along such wires, and if the co-

herer is placed half way between two nodes it will

be at the place of the greatest energy. A Hert-

zian circle has a loop at its spark-gap and a

node directly opposite, which experiments fully

prove.
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" If a grounded wire is touched to the Hertzian

circle directly opposite the spark-gap, that is, at a

point an equal distance on each side from the spark-

gap, there is no interference with the spark. I

have cut the wire at the same place touched by

the earthed wire and found but little if any inter-

ference, whereas if any other part of the circle is

touched or cut there is interference. I have also

made experiments with Geissler tubes, proving the

same as above. By referring to the Electrical Re-

view of May 10, 1899, you will find an article,

' Wireless Telegraphy,' written by me, in which

there is the following :
' I always found the waves

in long receiving wires divided themselves into

segments, the greatest energy always appearing at

a loop half way between two nodes, the energy

diminishing each way from a loop as a node was

approached and falling off to almost nothing at a

node.

" If the coherer is placed at or near a node the

action of the coherer would be considerably less

than when placed at or near a loop.'

"This is the whole key to Professor Slaby's ar-
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rangement, and anticipates his publication by one

year and six or seven months.

"I published nothing about the construction or

how to place the coherer at a loop, but claim I

first published the principle of such an arrange-

ment, and believe it is the most scientific arrange-

ment yet invented. I hope he may have great

success with it, but I cannot see why others may

not apply the same principle, as I have prior right

of publication, and it is free to all."

We quote from an article in the Boston Herald,

portions of speeches made by Elihu Thomson and

Dr. Kennelly at the monthly dinner of the Com-

mercial Club in Boston. Dr. Kennelly said :

" In speaking of the tremendous possibilities of

Marconi's feat of receiving a message on a ship

1551 miles from the sending point, he said that

this feat indicated a glorious possibility which can

only expand in the future ; it cannot contract.

One of these possibilities, which he expressed the

hope we shall all see, is the equipping of all the

large lighthouses so that they shall be able to

warn vessels of the dangers of rocks, no matter
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what the weather, and thus reduce the awful

casualties of wrecks.

"He then explained the theory of wireless tele-

graphy, and the mechanism by which it is operated.

The telegraph wire, he said, directs a current in a

line with itself
;

in wireless telegraphy the current

is expanded like a huge soap bubble, the size and

strength of the bubble depending upon the force

which generates it. The higher into the air the

wire is extended the farther you can send, because

you get a larger bubble. The rotundity of the

earth doesn't seem to matter much ;
the tips of

the sending and receiving wires may be eclipsed,

and yet signals may go on without interruption.

" The ordinary distance at which a ship may be

'picked up' is 25 miles. Marconi has shown that

it is possible to pick up a ship at a distance of

1550 miles. There seems to be no theoretical

limitation to the possibilities in this direction,

although even Marconi has not yet been able to

answer back from a ship at a distance of 1550

miles.
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"The ear has a discerning power of 10 octaves,

and the eye of one octave. It is possible to

knock with a hammer on a bar of steel pitched so

high that no sound results which the human ear

can discern, and yet if this experiment is tried on

a dog the dog winces, showing that he hears.

Speculating upon what wireless telegraphy may do

in the future, he said it suggests capabilities for

senses which the human being has not
;
and that

through the medium of this new discovery it may
be possible to explore a now impossible world and

translate its doings.

" Professor Thomson proceeded to develop some

other elements of the subject. One of the ques-

tions put to him was : Must the ship keep on

a certain line in order to be communicated with ?

He replied that this was not necessary. Wherever

it touched the circumference of the electric cur-

rent, which Dr. Kennelly had figuratively described

as a soap bubble, it could be communicated with,

provided it had the necessary receiving apparatus.

In this way an arctic explorer might be communi-

cated with, or an explorer travel into the wilder-
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ness, without reference to any special path, and

communicate with his base of supplies or his

friends, provided he carried with him a balloon and

the necessary equipment for sending and receiving

messages.

"The antennae, or wire used in wireless tele-

graphy, was merely a means to an end. Marconi

used about 800,000 alternates per second, but if

this power could be increased the wire would glow

with red, yellow, violet, and white light, according

to the amount of the power used. When a white

light had been attained, there would not be a bit of

current passing through the wire. It would all

escape into the surrounding air.

" He illustrated the operation of the wireless

telegraph by citing the familiar effect of striking

one tuning-fork in a room a blow, and noting the

effect upon another tuning-fork of the same pitch.

The sound from the first tuning-fork would be

taken up by the second, and continued even after

the first had been silenced. This was the opera-

tion of sound waves. In wireless telegraphy ether

waves are used, which neither fog, nor stone walls,
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nor anything else can stop. He also explained

how a multiple system might be operated, and how

secrecy of messages could be preserved.

" After briefly reciting the experiences of some

of the other scientists who had engaged themselves

upon this subject, he said :

" I think Marconi is to be given the credit for

pointing out the way in long distance work, and he

has proved that there is practically no limit or dis-

tance to which these messages may not be sent,

provided they only have power enough behind

them.

"One of the things to which he said he looked

forward as a result of this new discovery and its

development was the instantaneous dissemination

of news from one point in the world to all other

points."

Without secrecy no system of wireless teleg-

raphy can ever become a commercial success, or

compete with the present telegraph or cable sys-

tems. For this reason it is necessary to employ a

system of tuning, or syntonizing. Marconi has
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constructed a receiver which responds only to a

certain transmitter. For example, if the trans-

mitter sends out waves which vibrate at the rate

of 200,000,000 times per second, the correspond-

ing receiver is syntonized to receive waves of that

rate of vibration only. It is also found that re-

ceiving instruments respond to various atmospheric

disturbances when they are not syntonized. A

syntonic radiator must be one which produces

persistent oscillations instead of having them

damped out almost immediately, and, the more

freely a radiator gives out its energy to the ether,

the more rapid must be the damping ; hence, a

radiator cannot be made syntonic without making

it feebler. Marconi found that the long aerial

wire of the transmitter formed one of the prin-

cipal difficulties in the way of syntonic operation.

It was the means of sending signals over long dis-

tances, with but a small expenditure of energy.

The electrical oscillations set up in the long verti-

cal wire formed a powerful radiator, but its oscilla-

tions are rapidly damped out so that it is not a

persistent oscillator. Such a radiator gives out all
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its energy in a small number of rapidly diminish-

ing oscillations, hence, receivers of very different

periods will respond to it, since they receive nearly

all of the energy at once. Now if the same

amount of energy is distributed over a large number

of comparatively feeble impulses, no one of these

will be strong enough to break down the resist-

ance of the coherer, but with a properly tuned

receiver the accumulative results of the impulses

will produce continually increasing oscillation in

the receiver until the oscillation is strong enough

to break down the resistance of the coherer, and

allow the local current to pass through it and

cause the apparatus to work.

M. Gautier announces that the first step has

been made in the discovery of wireless telephony.

He ascribes the discovery to M. Maiche, the French

inventor, and the experiments were carried out in

the forest of St. Germaine. The transmitter was

placed in a house on the outskirts of the forest,

and it was connected with the earth in the same

manner in which lightning rods are connected.

Two iron posts, ninety feet apart, connected by
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wire, were planted in the ground about a thousand

yards distant. Voices and other sounds at the

transmitter were clearly heard at an ordinary tele-

phone receiver attached to one of the posts. M.

Maiche claims that the communication is in a

straight line and not by wave current, but by a

circuit current, thus enabling a given spot to be

aimed at. If the receiver is not placed exactly in

the direction given at the current, there will be no

transmission, and receivers on either side of the

line of transmission will not be at all affected.

As the subject of wireless telegraphy has not

yet apparently lost interest for the general reader,

says Professor J. A. Fleming in the London Times,

I venture to ask a little more space to make known

for the first time some recent achievements by

Mr. Marconi which have astonished those who

have been allowed to examine them. Every one

is aware that in his system of electric wave teleg-

raphy an important feature is the employment of

an elevated conductor, which generally takes the

form of a wire suspended from a mast. When

Mr. Marconi attracted attention by his feat of
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establishing communication across the Channel

without wires, critics raised a not altogether valid

argument against its commercial utility, that a

wave or signal sent out from one transmitter would

affect equally all received within its sphere of in-

fluence, and hence the privacy of the communica-

tion would be destroyed. No one felt the force of

this objection more strongly than the distinguished

inventor himself, whose original work has caused

so many others to attempt to follow in his steps.

For the last two years he has not ceased to grap-

ple with the problem of isolating the lines of com-

munication, and success has now rewarded his skill

and industry. Technical details must be left to

be described by him later on, but meanwhile I may

say that he has modified his receiving and trans-

mitting appliances so that they will only respond

to each other when properly tuned to sympathy.

I am well aware that other inventors have claimed

to be able to do the same thing, but I do not fear

refutation in saying that no one has given practical

proof of possessing a solution of this problem which

for a moment can compare with that Mr. Marconi

is now in a position to furnish.
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These experiments have been conducted be-

tween two stations 30 miles apart, one near Poole

in Dorset and the other near St. Catherine's in

the Isle of Wight. At the present moment there

are established at these places Mr. Marconi's latest

appliances, so adjusted that each receiver at one

station responds only to its corresponding trans-

mitter at the other. During a three days' visit to

Poole, Mr. Marconi invited me to apply any test

I pleased to satisfy myself of the complete inde-

pendence of the circuits, and the following are two

out of many such tests : Two operators at St.

Catherine's were instructed to send simultaneously

two different wireless messages to Poole, and with-

out delay or mistake the two were correctly re-

corded and printed down at the same time in

Morse signals on the tapes of the two correspond-

ing receivers at Poole.

In this first demonstration each receiver was

connected to its own independent aerial wire hung

from the same mast. But greater wonders fol-

lowed. Mr. Marconi placed the receivers at Poole

one on top of the other, and connected them both
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to one and the same wire, about 40 feet in length,

attached to a mast. I then asked to have two

messages sent at the same moment by the opera-

tors at St. Catherine's, one in English and the

other in French. Without failure each receiver

at Poole rolled out its paper tape, the message in

English perfect on one and that in French on the

other. When it is realized that these visible dots

and dashes are the result of trains of intermingled

electric waves rushing with the speed of light

across the intervening 30 miles, caught on one and

the same short aerial wire, and disentangled and

sorted out automatically by the two machines into

intelligible messages in different languages, the

wonder of it all cannot but strike the mind.

Your space is too valuable to be encroached

upon by further details, or else I might mention

some marvelous results, exhibited by Mr. Marconi

during the same demonstrations, of messages re-

ceived from a transmitter 30 miles away and re-

corded by an instrument in a closed room merely

by the aid of a zinc cylinder, 4 feet high, placed

on a chair. More surprising is it to learn that,
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whilst these experiments have been proceeding

between Poole and St. Catherine's others have

been taking place for the Admiralty between Ports-

mouth and Portland, these lines of communication

intersecting each other
; yet so perfect is the inde-

pendence that nothing done on one circuit now

affects the other, unless desired. A corollary of

these latest improvements is that the necessity for

very high masts is abolished. Mr. Marconi now

has established perfect independent wireless tele-

graphic communication between Poole and St.

Catherine's, a distance of 30 miles, by means of a

pair of metal cylinders elevated 25 or 30 feet above

the ground at each place.

I need not enlarge on the possibilities thus

opened out for naval and military purposes. The

importance of this practical solution of the prob-

lem of independent electric wave telegraphy, in

which each wireless circuit is as private as one

with a wire, is obvious without comment. My
desire is solely to mention the above facts for

the benefit of general readers, whose minds will

thus perhaps be eased of any doubts lest this bril-
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liant application of electrical discoveries should,

like some others, fall short in satisfying the re-

quirements of practical use and be relegated to the

region of imperfect inventions or unfulfilled hopes.

The following is quoted from the Boston Globe:

"The navy department of the German empire

has decided to establish a chain of wireless tele-

graph stations along the entire German coast.

Recently trials have been conducted at Kiel to

determine whether the department shall use the

Braun system or the Slaby-Arco system, in the

latter of which Emperor William has shown great

interest.

Thirty-two German warships have already been

equipped with the Slaby-Arco system of wireless

telegraphy, while eight more are to have this sys-

tem installed. Official reports say that the Slaby-

Arco system gives the most satisfactory results, as,

by this system, wireless messages are transmitted

a distance of 125 miles.

Professor AdolfSlaby of Berlin, the inventor of

the wireless system which has just been tested by
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the German government, backed by the word of

his collaborator, Count de Arco, and the German

emperor, claims that he has at last completed an

absolutely satisfactory system of wireless teleg-

raphy, which is portable, capable of easy transpor-

tation, and which is in every way as complete and

satisfactory as any telegraph system in use to-day.

Professor Slaby's apparatus is simple. It con-

sists of one portable storage battery, connected

with an inclosed Ruhmkorff coil with key also in-

closed
;
three valuable induction coils, one box kite,

one bird kite, coherer, receiver, telephones, and

windlass. These various parts can all be packed

in a knapsack if necessary, and are very light. The

system is designed principally for field and military

work, and for places where there is little possibility

of another system."
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CHAPTER VII.

CONCLUSION.

WONDERFUL advances in wireless telegraphy are

being made almost daily ;
and suggestions are con-

tinually advanced for utilizing the results. New

plans and systems are being constantly discovered

for sending wireless messages, some inventors

using ethereal waves, while others are using the

transmission of electrical impulses by earth's cur-

rents.

Isaac Storey of Lancaster, England, has invented

a system of transmitting correct time over a radial

distance of six miles by wireless telegraphy, by pla-

cing a transmitter (synchronized with Greenwich

time) in the center of any large city, and by at-

taching a simple receiving device to each of the

clocks. By using this system he could supply all

of them with accurate time within a circle of twelve

miles in diameter. Storey has also invented a sys-
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tern by which torpedoes may be steered by electrical

waves.

Capacities. Marconi attached "
capacities or

wings
"
to his coherer. These are two copper or

brass strips about 1 2 inches long, i inch wide, and

about TV of an inch thick. These are considered

essential, so as to put the coherer in tune and obtain

the advantage which results from electrical syntony.

The rate of oscillation of electrical charges in these

wings depends on their length, which must be de-

termined by experiment.

Choking Coils The author knows of no better

way to describe these than to use Marconi's own

language. He says,
" Another improvement has

for its object to prevent the high frequency oscil-

lations set up across the plates of the receiver by

the transmitting instrument, which should pass

through the sensitive tube, from running round the

local battery wires, and thereby weakening their

effect on the sensitive tube or contact. This I ef-

fect by connecting the battery wires to the sensitive

tube or contact, or to the plates attached to the

tube through small coils possessing self-induction,
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which may be called choking coils, formed by wind-

ing in an ordinary manner a short length (about

a yard) of thin and well-insulated wire round a

core (preferably containing iron) 2 or 3 inches

long."

R. A. Fessenden is experimenting with wireless

telegraphy under the directions of the United

States Weather Bureau, and claims to have made

some important discoveries. Professor Fessenden

claims that his experiments have resulted in means

being found of increasing the proportion of energy

utilized to an astonishingly great extent, and of

enabling a wire, only a meter in height, to radiate

as much energy, and also to emit waves of the

same period, as a wire 100 meters high used as a

radiator on Marconi's system. He also claims

superiority of his system, owing to the fact that it

can be operated without fear of having the mes-

sages intercepted.

The Morse Inker This may be inserted in

place of the sounder. With this you can get the

dots and dashes of the Morse telegraph alphabet on

a ribbon of paper by the pen or pointed instrument
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striking it corresponding with the number of times

that the current is switched on (and with the same

precision) by pressing the telegraphic key at the

transmitter, which causes the Hertzian waves to

act on the coherer at the receiver. The ribbon of

paper is fed by clock-work.

Syntonic Apparatus The use of syntonic ap-

paratus has made it possible to send wireless

messages over long distances with conductors of

moderate height. Signals have been successfully

sent and received over a distance of about 32 miles

with cylinders only 4 feet 2 inches high and 3 feet

4 inches in diameter. For example, a portable

apparatus for military purposes is constructed in

the following manner : The whole arrangement is

mounted on a motor car. On the roof of the car

there is placed a cylinder, which can be lowered

when traveling, but when in use is placed upright,

and is only about 20 feet high. An induction coil,

giving a lo-inch spark, is operated by storage

batteries and taking about 100 watts is used for

transmitting, and the storage batteries can be

recharged by a small dynamo which is driven by
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the car motor. The ground wire is attached to a

strip of wire netting which drags along on the

ground when the car is in motion.

Morse Telegraph Alphabet. a b c

m n

The Baviera System of Wireless Telegraphy.

In describing this system, the London Electrician

says :

"The coherer generally employed by Cervera is

made as follows : Between two small parallel ivory

disks, whose distance apart can be adjusted at

pleasure by means of three fine screws, are the



The Baviera System.
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EXPLANATION OF THE BAVIERA SYSTEM
ILLUSTRATED ON PAGE 78.

1. Air wire.

2. Earth connection.

3. Primary coil of the transformer.

4. Secondary coil of the transformer.

5. Condenser.

6. Soft-iron electrodes in connection with the

secondary coil "
4."

7. Coherer.

8. Adjustable resistance.

9. Battery of coherer circuit.

10. First relay.

1 1 . Battery of the circuit closed by the relay.

12. Multiplying relay.

13. Battery for Morse instrument.

14. Tapper battery.

15. Tapper.

1 6. Winding of electromagnet regulating the

sensibility of the coherer.

17. Resistance to regulate the sensibility of

coherer.

1 8. Battery for the regulating electromagnet.

19. Milliampere meter.
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metallic poles which press against the filings.

These two poles have two wires or strands of well-

annealed soft iron, which are the two branches

(one being a prolongation of the other) of the

coherer core. The length of each of these branches

varies from 4 cm. to 6 cm., and the diameter is

2 mm. An ivory disk with a circular orifice at its

center contains two other ivory disks which press

against the filings."

Comparing Lodge's and Tesla's systems of wire-

less telegraphy, Prof. Sylvanus P. Thompson says

in the London Saturday Review :
" In the method

of Lodge, the Hertzian waves (or electric waves)

generated by a snapping spark between the polished

balls of a so-called ' oscillator
'

are received at the

distant station upon a receiving apparatus consist-

ing of an extended arm or conductor in combina-

tion with a 'coherer,' a sensitive tube containing

minute metal filings, by means of which a local

battery is relayed on to a suitable telegraph instru-

ment, usually a Morse sounder or recorder. The

coherer is kept in its sensitive state by receiving

gentle vibrations from an automatic '

tapper/
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"In the apparatus of Tesla torrents of high-

frequency sparks are poured out from a secondary

induction coil at a place in the circuit where the

discharge is blown aside by a magnetic field or

as in Elihu Thomson's variant by a blast of air.

Every one of such recurring sparks starts its own

wave, with effects that are cumulative and there-

fore capable of being detected at much greater

distances."

Wireless Telephony Quite a number of inven-

tors are now working and experimenting trying to

perfect a system of wireless telephony. So far

some wonderful results have been accomplished.

A. F. Collins of Philadelphia, Pa., claims to have

transmitted speech through the telephone, without

wires, over a distance of one mile. Armstrong

and Orling claim to have held conversation through

the solid earth
;
this apparatus worked at a dis-

tance of four miles.

Nickel. --This seems to be the best metal to

use in the coherer, as it is the most sensitive to

the Hertzian waves, and it is the most easily

decohered.
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The Future Wireless telegraphy is now being

rapidly extended almost to every quarter of the

earth, and we firmly believe as Marconi says
" that

it is only a question of months not years" before

practical communication without wires will be

commercially established between the continents

across thousands of miles of ocean. Tesla has

predicted that not only intelligible signals will be

sent over long distances without wires, but even

electric power will be transmitted as well. What

discoveries in electrical science the future will

bring forth "no man knoweth."
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APPENDIX A.

THE MARCONI WIRELESS STATION AT CAPE

COD, SOUTH WELLFLEET, MASS.

SINCE the illustration on page 53 of the Cape Cod

Station was photographed the large poles carrying

the aerial wires were blown down by a heavy gale,

and an entirely new structure has been built. It

consists of four braced wooden towers, each 215

feet high, their bases set in solid concrete. They

are set in the form of a square about 200 feet apart.

There are four horizontal supporting cables 3 inches

in diameter fastened to the tops of the towers, for

holding the aerial wires. At present there are fifty

aerial wires on the north side which hang down,

are drawn together and form the cable that enters

the operating-room. An engine and dynamo are

used to generate the electric power. It is stated

that Marconi no longer uses a coherer, but has sub-
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stituted a detector of much more reliability. The

following diagram shows the method of hanging

the aerial wires:

Fig. 17.

On January 19, 1903, Marconi succeeded in send-

ing a wireless message from this station to the wire-

less station at Poldhu, in Cornwall, England. The

message was from President Roosevelt to King

Edward, and was as follows:

"His Majesty, King Edward VII, London, Eng-

land. In taking advantage of the wonderful triumph

of science, research and ingenuity which has been

achieved in perfecting a system of wireless teleg-
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The Marconi Wireless Station at Cape Cod.
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raphy, I extend on behalf of the American people

most cordial greetings and good wishes to you and

to all people of the British Empire. THEODORE

ROOSEVELT. Wellfleet, Mass., Jan. 19, 1903."

The above message was sent to the Table Head,

Novia Scotia, Station, with instructions to forward

by cable, but the Poldhu Station also received it and

copied every word.

An illustration of the new tower and station at

South Wellfleet, Cape Cod, Mass., is shown on

page 85.
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APPENDIX B.

THE STONE SELECTIVE SYSTEM.

THIS system is the invention of John S. Stone, and

the inventor claims that he can send and receive

wireless messages through space without interference

from other systems or from electrical disturbances

of any kind, and without interference with any other

station than the one the message is intended for.

The sending station is located at present in Cam-

bridge, a little to the left of Massachusetts avenue

after crossing the Harvard bridge from Boston. It

is a low rough building of frame covered with boards

and tarred paper, merely a temporary makeshift,

intended for experimental purposes only.

All about is the recently made land of the upper

Back Bay, with a few solitary dwelling blocks near

at hand. The placid Charles flows a pistol-shot

away to the south. In the first experiments the
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The Sending Station at Cambridge.

The vertical wires, from their fineness, are not shown.



The Receiving Station at Lynn.

Located in the little house just back of the piazza t
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electric waves had to cross Massachusetts avenue

direct, thus giving the system as severe a test as it

could have, as the trolley-cars pass along this avenue

The Sending Apparatus.

as often as anywhere in Boston. The system stood

the test. It was tried repeatedly, under varying

conditions of the severest sort. Then it was deemed

that the time had come to extend the distance, and

Lynn was fixed upon because of the great center of
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electrical activity presented at West Lynn by the

General Electric Works, and the busy trolley lines

of the Boston and Northern Street Railroad.

And here, just the depth of one house lot from the

Broad street car line, was located the receiving

station.

The distance between the two stations is twelve

miles. Wireless messages have been sent between

these stations with perfect accuracy, and the inventor

pronounces the system a success.

THE RECEIVING APPARATUS.

On the central cross-shaped frame is the primary

of the transformer, which is connected in series with

the vertical wire. On each side of this is a coil

which forms part of the resonant circuit in connec-

tion with the air condensers. In front is seen a

telegraphic sounder which acts as an indicator, and

a decoherer. The decoherer is a simple tripod of

steel needles resting on the aluminum plate just to

the right of the sounder. To the right is the relay,

which is a modified Weston-d'Arsonval galvanom-

eter.. To the front of this relay is a battery and
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a potentiometer for obtaining a suitable potential

across the coherer. Across the relay is connected a

condenser which thus practically short-circuits it for

the high-frequency oscillations set up in the resonant

circuit, thus eliminating the relay resistance. Back

of the sounder is the battery for operating it, and

back of that an electrolytic condenser which, in

connection with a resistance, is used to prevent

sparking at the relay terminals.

By pushing in or pulling out one of the glass con-

denser plates, the receiver can be put out or restored

to tune. In front of the condenser boxes, on an

ordinary table, is a telegraphic sounder and what is

known as a coherer, this particular coherer being

composed of three needles held in a piece of cork,

like a tiny stool, the legs resting upon a plate of

aluminum. There is also a relay and battery, with

a potentiometer for obtaining a suitable potential

across the coherer.
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THE SENDING APPARATUS.

In front is seen the step-up transformer or induc-

tion coil. In the present work a clockwork mechan-

ism, not shown, makes connection with this coil

every three seconds by closing a mercury switch.

The mercury is at the bottom of the water column,

and the hydrostatic pressure of the water forms a

very effective brake. Back of this, and just above

the coil, are the two balls forming the spark gap.

To the right is seen the step-up transformer, the

primary being forme4 of standard copper wire

wound on a cross-shaped frame of wood. Above

this is the secondary of bare wire wound in a similar

way. To the rear is seen the air condenser. Alter-

nate plates are connected together by a heavy copper

band and brass clips. These plates are 34 inches

square and are held in position by the slots in the

inclosing box.

There are two sets of sending apparatus at Cam-

bridge and two sets of receiving apparatus at Lynn.

One set of sending and receiving apparatus was

tuned together and might be termed line A. The
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other set was tuned in like manner, forming line B.

It was stated that during the period beginning at

4.05, signals would be sent over line A, line B being

silent, and that during the other period signals would

be sent over line B, line A being silent.

The above description and illustrations were

kindly furnished to the author by the Lynn Item.
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APPENDIX C.

SPACE TELEPHONY, FOR LONG DISTANCES.*

ABOUT two decades ago Prof. Bell was enabled

to telephone short distances over a beam of light,

by means of a selenium cell which was located in

the focus of a reflector. Recently, some most in-

teresting experiments in long distance wireless tele-

phoning have been carried out by Mr. Ernest

Ruhmer, at his Physikalisches Laboratorium, at 248

Friedrichstrasse, in Berlin, Germany.

With the apparatus constructed at his laboratory,

Mr. Ruhmer has been able to transmit speech over

a beam of light for a distance of ;J kilometers. The

accompanying illustration shows some of the appa-

ratus employed, including the selenium cells, re-

flectors, and other apparatus the latest apparatus

he has constructed for wireless telephoning includ-

* From Butter's
"
Popular Electrician," by F. C. Perkins.
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Ruhmer's Beam of Light Wireless Apparatus.
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ing a flaming arc lamp, a selenium cell, a Shuckert

parabolic reflector 32 centimeters in diameter, as

well as a searchlight and set of storage-battery cells.

The searchlight is provided with a parabolic mirror

of 45 centimeters diameter. The storage battery

used consists of a number of cells having a pressure

of from 20 to 40 volts.

The arc lamp employed by Mr. Ruhmer operates

at a pressure of 220 volts, the flaring arc having a

total length of about 10 mm. The arc lamp is sup-

plied with a current of from 10 to 15 amperes when

the wireless telephoning is carried on at distances

from four to seven and a half miles, while for short

distances, up to 2 kilometers, a current of 5 amperes

is sufficient, and up to 4 kilometers the current is

increased to 10 amperes. The arc lamp and send-

ing apparatus have been somewhat improved during

this year over that employed at the Wamsee experi-

ments of 1902. The arc lamp is arranged for operat-

ing at from 60 to no volts, with a current of 2 to 5

amperes, while the receiving apparatus used with

the above sending apparatus has a parabolic re-

flector 45 centimeters in diameter, and from 10 to 30
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cells of storage battery are used with a pressure of

from 20 to 60 volts.

At the transmitting station a carbon transmitter

is employed and a battery superimposing waves on

the arc light circuit. The beam of light is received

by the parabolic reflector several miles distant from

the sending station, and a selenium cell which has a

resistance of more than 100,000 ohms in the dark,

and only several hundred ohms in sunlight, is located

in the focus of the reflector. The accompanying

illustration shows the receiving apparatus, which in-

cludes a battery and a couple of telephone receivers

connected with the selenium cell. The selenium

cell recently designed by Mr. Ruhmer is mounted

in an incandescent lamp bulb, which has an Edison

base, and may be easily screwed into a lamp socket.

The three sizes of selenium cells of this type are

18 mm. in diameter, of cylindrical form, and meas-

uring 50 mm., 25 mm., and 12.5 mm. in length. The

resistance in the dark is about 20,000 ohms, while

when illuminated by a 16 candle-power incandescent

lamp the resistance decreases to about one-tenth

of this amount. Special cells may also be obtained,
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reducing the resistance by one hundred times when

brought to the light.

At Wamsee, near Berlin, a most interesting series

of experiments in long distance telephony was carried

out by Mr. Ruhmer in 1902, the sending station

being located on the electric launch "Germania."

This storage-battery boat was equipped with a

Shuckert searchlight, which was utilized for the

speaking arc, while the receiving station was located

at Wamsee, a distance of 7 kilometers.

The latest experiments, 1903, have shown that

wireless telephony is entirely successful at a distance

of 15 kilometers. The great receiving station em-

ployed for these successful experiments was equipped

with a glass parabolic mirror of 90 cm. aperture.

The double station for sending and receiving is

equipped with a Shuckert searchlight of special

construction, having an aperture of 35 cm.; also an

accumulator battery and receiving apparatus for

registering heliographic signs in Morse-form.

Mr. William J. Hammer, in his recent paper be-

fore the American Institute of Eelctrical Engineers

and the American Elecro-chemical Society, at New
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York, gave some most interesting data on the proper-

ties and application of selenium. He states that

the Swedish scientist, Berzelius, discovered selenium

in 1817, as a by-product from the distillation of sul-

phuric acid from iron pyrites. He further states

that
"
the proximity of the earth and moon suggested

to Berzelius the name 'selenium,' after the Greek
(

selene
'

(moon) ;
this being the result also of the strik-

ing similarity of the properties of selenium with those

of tellurium, which is a term derived from the Latin

'tellus' (earth). Its atomic weight is 79.5; specific

gravity when crystalized, 4.788; its observed vapor,

specific gravity at 2.588 degrees F., 5.68. It is a

non-metallic element, which possesses characteris-

tics similar to phosphorus, sulphur and tellurium.

When melted at 2 1 2 degrees Centigrade and allowed

to cool rapidly, it forms a brown amorphous mass

of conchoidal fracture. In this condition it is a high

class insulator. It has been said that a small piece of

it would represent the resistance of a wire stretched

from the earth to the sun. When heated for quite

a time at a temperature of 100 degrees Centigrade,

selenium becomes a conductor of electricity to a
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limited degree, this increasing with an increase of

current and varying according to the direction.

Selenium has neither taste nor smell.

"The red vapor arising from selenium when sub-

ject to intense heat is exceedingly poisonous, and

care should therefore be taken when experimenting

with selenium in liquid form. Selenium is usually

supplied commercially in a vitreous form.

"In order to obtain crystalline selenium, in which

form it is useful for selenium cells, it must be kept,

as already stated, at from 100 degrees to 200 de-

grees Centigrade for some time, the black mass

being changed into a hard slate-colored metallic

looking substance. In this form even the thinnest

films are opaque to light, whereas in the vitreous

form the film would be transparent and ruby red in

color.

"In 1851 Hittori first discovered the effects of

temperature on selenium, but it was not until Feb-

ruary 12, 1873, tnat Mr. Willoughby Smith sent a

communication to President Latimer Clark, of the

Society of Telegraph Engineers of London, calling

atttention to the effect of light in reducing the re-
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sistance of selenium. An assistant of Mr. Wil-

loughby Smith, a Mr. May, who was a telegraph

clerk at Valencia, called attention to the fact that

some pencils of selenium, which had been used to

give a high resistance in connection with some of

the cable-testing work conducted by Mr. Wil-

loughby Smith, showed a marked change in resis-

tance when the silding cover of the box which held

the selenium was removed
l
and the selenium was

exposed to sunlight. These selenium pencils vary-

in length from 5 to 10 centimeters, and were i to ij

mm. in diameter; they were hermetically sealed in

glass tubes with connecting wires of platinum at

each end. Little credence was given to the original

announcement; and it was only after Earl Ross

verified this statement, and proved that the action

was due solely to light, and showed the effects of

the light of different portions of the spectrum, that

it met with serious consideration. Since that time

much work has been done in investigating the

properties of selenium, especially by Messrs. Shel-

ford Bidwell, J. W. Giltay, Lord Ross and Sale,

Draper and Moss Hittori, Adams and Day, Ayrton
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and Perry, Sir W. C. Siemens, Mercadier Fritts,

Minchin, Ruhmer, Webb, Bell and Taintor, and

many others."

Mr. Hammer also gives a most interesting de-

scription of the use of the Ruhmer selenium cell in

connection with the Photographophone, which is an

instrument for recording speech on a moving film,

and it is said may be employed as a receiving in-

strument with the wireless telephone system in

which a beam of light is employed. He also gives

data in reference to a Pintsch gas buoy which is con-

trolled by a Ruhmer selenium cell. As these buoys

are to be available only at night, it is desirable that

the gas be turned off during the day time, which

allows one charge of compressed gas to last from

several months to a year. An electric switching

device is arranged in series with the selenium cells so

as to turn on the gas as soon as the sun rises in the

morning, and turn it off at night time, this being

accomplished by the greatly reduced resistance of

the selenium cell during the day-time and its in-

creased resistance during the night, a single dry

battery and a pair of solenoids or magnets only
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being necessary to operate the valve when properly

controlled by the selenium cell. Mr. Hammer states

that a number of these buoys have been in operation

near Hamburg, Berlin, and in the Baltic Sea, for a

number of months, with great success, turning on

the light every morning, and turning it off at night,

with perfect reliability.
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APPENDIX D.

GUARINI'S WIRELESS FIRE-ALARM
SYSTEM.*

A PRACTICAL fire-alarm system is claimed to have

been developed by Mr. Emile Guarini, of Brussels,

Belgium, in which he utilizes his system of wireless

telegraphy. The accompanying diagram shows

the apparatus which he employs at the transmitting

as well as the receiving station. In Mr. Guarini's

fire-alarm system he employs a mercury thermometer

as indicated at i, 2, in the diagram, which has a

platinum contact, 3, connected with a battery, and

a circuit through an electro-magnet, 6. The arma-

ture of this electro-magnet, 7, is arranged to release

a toothed wheel, 10, which revolves, producing a

series of makes and breaks on a contact piece, which

is connected with a battery, 12, and a primary wind-

ing of an induction coil. The secondary or high

* D. C. Perkins, in Bubier's
"
Popular Electrician."
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tension winding of the induction coil, 15, is con-

nected with the ground, 16, and with its antenna, 14.

At the receiving station, the receiving antenna, 20,

Guarini's Connections of his "Wireless Fire-Alarm System.

is connected with a coherer, 21, which is in turn con-

nected in series with a battery, 24, and a registering

Morse apparatus, 23. This apparatus has been

thoroughly tested by Mr. Guarini, and is said to

have given excellent satisfaction. The receiving

apparatus is located at the engine-house, and the
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transmitting apparatus is located in the various

buildings which are to be protected by the fire-alarm

system.

This wireless fire-alarm system operates as follows:

When the heat from the fire is sufficient to cause the

mercury in the thermometer to rise to the platinum

wire, 3, which corresponds to a temperature of 40

degrees Reaumer, the circuit through the battery,

5, and electro-magnet, 6, is closed, and the arma-

ture, 7, of this electro-magnet is attracted, thus re-

leasing the toothed wheel, 10, which is made to re-

volve by means of a spring, weight, or other motive

power. As the wheel revolves, it causes a series of

makes and breaks to be made at the contact piece,

u, which is in series with the battery and primary

coil, 13, of the induction coil. Electrical impulses

are thus produced, and are transmitted by the an-

tenna, 14, and are received by the antenna, 20, at

the receiving station in the engine-house. These

electrical impulses, when they excite the coherer,

cause the Morse register to give the desired message,

at the same time an electric gong calls the attention

of the firemen in the engine-house, while an incan-
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descent lamp is also lighted at the same time as the

alarm is sounded. This apparatus is said to have

given excellent service, and is very simple to install.

Mr. Guarini even suggests that a receiving equip-

ment might be mounted upon the engine and truck,

and signals be given even while the engines are on

the way to the fire.

Considerable criticism of this system of wireless

fire-alarm has been presented in the English techni-

cal journals by different engineers, taking the ground

that the signals might be interfered with by the wire-

less telegraph stations in the towns. One writer

from Glasgow, Geo. H. Oatway, among other

things says in the London Electrical Engineer: "If

it is possible, and this is proven, to interpolate 'rats'

in a wireless message, what guarantee is there that

the presence of an extra dash or dot from some

other system, or a jumble of complete messages,

may not confuse the brigade?"
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APPENDIX E.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

THE SPEAKING ARC.

IN these columns various accounts have been

given of the highly interesting experiments made

with the speaking arc, which have resulted in a

form of
"
wireless telephony" that may very prob-

ably be brought to the point of practical application

in certain exceptional situations, where expense is

no object. The latest experiments with arc-light

telephony were carried out in Germany, and now

two Russian investigators have found that an ordi-

nary flame can be made to talk. These two gentle-

men, rejoicing in the names of Gabritschewsei and

Batschinski (it is to be hoped they made the flames

say their own names), experimented with flames of

various kinds, such as those produced by a Bunsen

burner, a kerosene lamp and a candle, and made

each one of them speak. From the two terminals
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of the secondary of an induction coil short leads

were taken to insulated Bunsen burners, kerosene

lamps, or to short candle ends. A battery and trans-

mitter, capable of taking currents up to four am-

peres, were connected to the primary of the induc-

tion coil. A distance of about thirty yards separated

the transmitter from the flame. In the experiments

each of the flames gave an excellent rendering of

singing, whistling and even speech. In these ex-

periments it will be noticed that the flame is the re-

ceiver, not the transmitter or translator, as in the

Ruhmer experiments. The essential conditions for

success are to have sufficiently great changes of

potential at the flame electrodes. Two flames, one

connected to each terminal of the induction coil and

the two connected together by a third wire, make

an arrangement that gave the loudest results.

American Telephone Journal.

USING A TELEPHONE AS A RECEIVER.

This may be done as shown in figure 20. A is

the coherer; B is the battery; C is the telephone; D
is the aerial wire, and E is the ground wire. F, F
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are the binding posts which hold the brass rods of

the coherer.

The carbon coherer is made just the same as the

one described on page 32, Fig. 9, only the nickel

and silver filings are replaced by medium coarse

carbon particles. No decoherer is needed, as the

carbon particles decohere themselves when not being

impinged upon by the Hertzian waves. The tele-

phone is a very sensitive instrument, and gives

audible sounds in response to the slightest change

of resistance in the circuit, so that you may get a long

buzzing or a short buzzing sound, depending upon

the length of the wave effecting it. In this way the

alphabet may be tapped out at the sending station

and heard in the telephone when the waves were too

weak to work a relay and sounder.

t

THE GUARINI AUTOMATIC REPEATER.*

This is an apparatus which is designed to pick up

a message received at one station and pass it on to a

second. An aerial wire at the repeating station is

connected through the contact of a relay and through
* Nature, London.
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the primary of a transformer to earth. It is also

connected' through a spark gap to earth. The

coherer is connected in series with the secondary

of the transformer and a condenser. When the

signal is received, the resistance of the coherer is

broken down and a battery sends a current through

it and a second relay, which closes a circuit actuating

the first relay. The effect of this is to disconnect

this latter relay from the aerial wire and connect it

to a circuit containing a series of batteries and the

secondary of a transformer. The primary of this

transformer is connected in a circuit containing a

spark gap and a condenser. This causes a spark

to pass across the gap and sends the message on.

THE PHELPS, EDISON AND SMITH SYSTEMS OF

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

In 1884 a system of wireless telegraphy, invented

by L. G. Phelps, was put in operation on the

branch road of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad running from Mott Haven,

N. Y., to New Rochelle, N. Y. This was an ex-

perimental line, and operated as follows:
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A No. 12 copper wire was put in a wooden

trough, 2 inches by 2 inches, and laid between the

rails and nailed to the tires. The baggage-car was

wound with a coil of wire, beginning at the roof

and run underneath the car down to within about

two feet of the main wire on the track.

The ordinary Morse system was used, and to the

circuit in the baggage-car was connected a polar-

ized relay. A pole-changing key was used to trans-

mit the signals from the line station, and the

message was received on the baggage-car by having

an ordinary Morse sounder in the local of the

relay. To receive messages at the station, however,

a rhetome was used on the baggage-car, connected

with the main circuit. The rhetome was of a very

high pitch and induced the signals in the main line

wire, and the message was received at the Mott

Haven Station by means of a telephone in the main

line circuit.

The system was afterward changed by having

a rhetome put in circuit with the main line,

and messages were induced in the helix on the

baggage-car and received there by means of a
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telephone. The system was subsequently trans-

ferred to the Lehigh Valley Railroad, with the main

office at Flemington, N. J. There the ordinary

line telegraph wire was used, and all of the tele-

graph keys in local stations along the Lehigh

Valley were shunted with condensers.

In this case a rhetome or vibrator was used,

which was placed in the primary of an induction

coil and the secondary connected East and West

with the main line.

The cars were also wound with helixes of wires,

which were afterward discarded, and the tin roofs

of the cars were connected. The latter plan was

invented by W. Smith and Thomas A. Edison.

In the use of this system, all of the wire fences

running parallel to the Lehigh Valley Road, in

some cases three and four miles away, were

statically charged, and if a telephone was held near

them at right angles, or a line connected with them

to ground the main line, messages could be read.

The latter plan was used for some time, but owing

to the wire running over mountains and down val-

leys, it was decided to build a special pole line for
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the system, which was done, and all of the Lehigh

Valley Railroad trains on the New Jersey division

were equipped with the system, and it worked per-

fectly. The system was abandoned because the

stations were so close together, and having a block

system in use on the road the necessity for it did

not exist.

Later Mr. Tesla made some very interesting

experiments with a so-called "Static Telephone,"

which consisted of replacing the rheotome or vibrator

with a telephone transmitter. The static telephone

was never a commercial success because it could

nor be used over a distance of half a mile without a

great expense.
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APPENDIX R

LATEST SYSTEMS OF WIRELESS TELE-
PHONY.

BY LEON W. BISHOP.

IN the last few years there has been a marked

growth in wireless telephony and a great number

of scientists have entered the field, thus forcing the

early inventors to keep the pace. Every man has

his own idea, consequently we have a variety of

wireless telephone systems. Following is a list of

some of the best in use to-day.

The first mention is of Professor Fessenden,

who has done more than any one man towards per-

fecting and placing a system of wireless telephony

on a commercial basis. In some of his recent work

he has been employing a high-frequency alternator

which runs at a frequency of 80,000 to 100,000

cycles per second. Commercially little is known of
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these high-frequency alternators at present, but the

demand for them is so great that in a short time

they will be placed on the market at a normal

price.

Professor Fessenden's research has not been

confined entirely to this alternator, for he has made

some great achievements in wireless telegraphy as

well as in telephony.

The speaking arc has opened another great field

for wireless telephony and this field is being rapidly

filled. One of the best systems of to-day employ-

ing the arc method is that of the Radio-Telephone

Co., who control the patents of Dr. Lee De Forest.

In this system the transmitting apparatus consists

of an arc which is connected to a source of direct

current through two choke coils. A capacity and

primary are connected in series across the gap.

The primary is inductively coupled with a second-

ary which is connected to the aerial and ground.

By this method are generated and radiated continu-

ous waves of very high frequency. The telephone

transmitter is placed in the ground circuit.

The receiving apparatus consists of a tuned cir-
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cuit and an audion detector which is one of Dr.

De Forests's own inventions and is said to be

especially adapted to wireless telephone work.

Dr. De Forest has erected a no-ft. tower on the

N. Y. Terminal building, which is 310 feet high.

The aerial consists of eight stranded phosphor-

bronze wires, which extend from the cross-arm to

the roof of the building. There they are connected

to a wire which leads down to the room in.which

the instruments are located. The distance covered

by this station is about 75 miles, but this will soon

be increased when the new and more powerful

instruments are installed.

Dr. De Forest has made a large number of instal-

lations with his system which work perfectly; the

speech being even plainer than the ordinary line

telephone.

Among others who are active in the wireless-

telephone line are: Elihu Thomson, Poulsen,

Ruhmer, Clark, Collins, and myself.

I have a novel system for short distances in

which I govern the primary of a spark coil with

a special transmitter that is capable of stand-
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ing up under a current of four amperes. The

telephone transmitter really becomes a vibrator,

and interrupts the current in the primary of the

spark coil by the vibrations of the voice spoken into

the transmitter. The secondary of the coil steps

up the voltage so that it operates a mercury vapor

spark-gap.

The tuning arrangement on both transmitting

and receiving ends may be of any design used in

wireless telegraphy.

Vocal and graphophone selections have been

transmitted very clearly a distance of thirty miles,

although the speech was not very clear at that dis-

tance. One of the advantages of my system is

that the transmitting end can be operated by a

few dry cells.
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LATEST CALL LIST OF STATIONS
Isles of Shoals, N.H. A
S. S. Alabama AB
S. S. Sabine AB
S. S. Chicago AB
S. S. Aberdeen ABD
S. S. Concho AC
S. S. Denver AD
S. S. Victoria AD
Amsterdam, Holland ADM
S. S. Colorado AF
S. S. Rio Grande AG
S. S. Yucatan AG
S. S. Nueces AH
S. S. Pennsylvania AH
S. S. Alamo AJ
German pilot steamer Jade

AJA
S. S. San Marcos AK
S. S. Santa Clara AK
S. S. Loftus Cuddy AL
Algiers, Algeria ALG
Almeria, Spain ALM
S. S. America AM
S. S. Comal AM
S. S. Riverside AM
Kamalo, Molokai, Hawaiian

Islands AM
S. S. Northwestern AN
Antivari, Montenegro AN
S. S. Minda AND
S. S. Ohio AO
S. S. Lampasas AP
S. S. City of Benton Harbor

AQ

S. S. Roanoke AQ
S. S. San Jacinto AS
S. S. Admiral Sampson AS
Amsterdam navy-yard ASD
U. S. Army transport Buford

ATB
U. S. Army transport Dix

ATD
U. S. Army transport Sumner

ATH
U. S. Army transport Kilpat-

rick ATK
U. S .Army transport Logan

ATL
U. S. Army transport Sher-
man ATR

U. S. Army transport Sheri-
dan ATS

U. S. Army transport Thomas
ATU

S. S. Dolphin
Chatham, Mass.
S. S. Seward
S. S. Olympia
S. S. Kansas City
Atlantic City, N.J.
S. S. Geo. W. Elder
S. S. Brazos

Avalon, Catalina Island, Cal.

A2
Tug Tyee A3
Baltimore, Md. (American

Building) B
Bocas del Torb, Panama B

AU
AU
AV
AW
AX
AX
AY
AZ
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S. S. Bermudian BA
Buenos Aires, Argentine Re-

public BA
Batavia, Dutch East Indies

BA
Abo, Russia BAG
S. S. Batavier IV BBF
S. S. Batavierll BBS
S. S. Batavier III BBT
S. S. Batavier V BBV
S. S. Virginia BC
S. S.W.S. Porter BD
S. S. Trinidad BD
New York, N.Y. BD
Buffalo, N.Y. (News Build-

ing) BF
Philadelphia, Pa. BF
Bridgeport, Conn.
S. S. Iroquois BG
Helsingfors. Finland BGF
Quincy, Mass. BH
S. S. Chippewa BH
Benton Harbor, Mich. BH
Blaavands Huk, Denmark

BH
S. S. Indianapolis BI
S. S. John J. Barium BJ
Leckte, Russia BLH
Libau, Russia BLW
S. S. Nyack BM
S. S. Boston BN
S. S. Rosecrans BN
Nikolaistadt, Russia BNCh
S. S. Nann Smith BO
Brant, Rock Mass. BO
S. S. Hermosa BP
Preste, Russia BPS
S. S. Bruce BR
S. S. Thomas Barium
Britz, Germany BR
Overtoom, Holland BRBR
Reval, Russia BRW

Philadelphia, Pa. (Bellevue-

Stratford) BS
Washington, D.C., Bureau of

Standards BS
U. S . Army cableship Burn-

side BS
Sevastapol, Russia BSP
S. S. Nyades BT
Butt of Lewis, Scotland BTL
S. S. Rupert City BU
S. S. Cabrillo BV
S. S. Alliance BW
Vladivostok, Siberia BWT
S. S. City of South Haven

BX
Shoeburyness, England BY
Babylonia, Brazil BYN
Bombay, India BYR
Bessemer Barge No. 2 B2
Tug Goliah B3
Camaguey, Cuba C
S. S. City of Alpena CA
S. S. Coamo CA
S. S. Priscilla CA
Cambridge, England CA
Saginaw, Mich. CAN
S. S. Ashtabula CAR
S. S. Regele Carol I CAR
S. S. Carolina CB
Buffalo, N.Y. CB
Boca del Colorado, Costa Rica

CB
Cheribon, Dutch East Indies

CB
S. S. Sierra CBJ
S. S. City of Cleveland CC
S. S. City of Detroit CD
Duluth, Minn. CD
Clifden, Ireland CDN
Detroit, Mich. CF
Chicago, 111 CG
Cape May, N.J. CG
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S. S. City of St. Ignace CG
Chariottenburg, Germany

CG
S. S. Quadra CGS
Port Huron, Mich. CH
San Franciso, Cal. (Chronicle

CH
Chamartin, Spain

' CH
S. S. Harmonic CHA
S. S. Huronic CHN
Erie, Pa. CI
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. CJ
S. S. San Juan CJ
S. S. Juanita CJA
Detroit, Mich. (Detroit

Journal) CJL
S. S. Charlois CLS
Calumet, Mich. CM
Milwaukee, Wis. CM
Buenos Aires, Argentine Re-

public CM
S. S. Hugh Kennedy CMA
S. S. Jos. Sellewood CMB
S. S. S. M. Clement CMD
S. S. Pendenis White CMF
S. S. Moses Taylor CMG
S. S. James Gayley CMH
S. S. W. H. Gratwick CMI
S. S. J. J, Albright CMJ
S. S. Walter Scranton CMK
S. S. E. A S.Clarke CMN
S S. Wm. E. Reis CMP
S. S. N. A. Hanna CMQ
S. S. H. S.Houlden CMR
S. S. Lagonda CMS
S. S. J. J. McWilliams CMU
S. S. Major CMV
S. S. Robt. L. Fryer CMW
Bishop, Boston, Mass. CN
Cleveland, Ohio CN
Ashtabula, Ohio CO
Cayo Criso, Cuba CO

Coruna, Italy CO
Marion, Mass. CON
Corvo, Azores COR
S. S. Ponce CP
Port Arthur, Ontario CPA
S. S. Princess Charlotte CPC
S. S. Princess May CPM
S. S. Princess Royal CPR
Tug Tees CPT
S. S. Princess Victoria CPV
Marquette, Mich. CQ
S. S. City of Erie CR
S. S. Senaca CS
S. S. Eastern States CS
St. Thomas, Ontario CST
S. S. Canada CT
Toledo, Ohio CT
S. S. Tionesta CTA
S. S. City of Buffalo CU
S. S. Commonwealth CW
S. S. Western States CW
Detroit, Mich. CW
S. S. St. Croix CX
Cleveland, Ohio CX
Bay City, Mich. CY
Seattle, Wash. (Hotel Perry)

DA
Santa Clara, Cuba DA
S. S. Philadelphia DA
S. S. Admiral DAA
S. S. Augustus B. Wolvin

DAB
S. S. Burgomaster DAB
S. S. Dacia DAC
S. S. Field Marshal DAF
S. S. Adeline DAH
S. S. Anni DAI
S. S. Kronprinz DAK
S. S. James H. Hoyt DAM
S. S. Frank H. Peavey DAN
S. S. Neubau DAN
S. S. Prinz Regent DAP
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S. S. Adolf Woermann DAW
S. S. Prinzessin DAZ
Tacoma, Wash. DB
S. S. Caracas DB
American schooner Dorothy

B. Barrett DBB
S. S. Birkenfels DBB
Durban, Hatal DBN
S. S. Bremen DBR
S. S. Bulow DBW
Washington, D.C. (Eighth
and Water streets) DC

S. S. Iowa DC
S. S. Cap Arcona DCA
S. S. Cap Blanco DCB
S. S. Cap Verde DCE
S. S. Cap Frio I KT
S. S. Tietgen DCF
S. S. Clare DCH
S. S. Kronprinzessin Cecile

DCI
S. S. Clara Blumenfeld DCL
S. S. Cap Ortegal DCO
S. S. Cap Roca DCR
S. S. Cap Vilabo DCV
S. S. Kaiserin Augusta Vic-

toria DDA
S. S. Bleucher DDB
S. S. Cincinnati DDC
S. S. Bulgaria DDG
S. S. Pisa DDF
S. S. Hamburg DDH
S. S. President Lincoln DDI
S S. Batavia DDJ
S. S. Deutschland DDL
S S. Moltke DDM
S. S. Pennsylvania DDN
S S. Prinz Oscar DDO
S. S. Patricia DDP
S. S Pallanza DDQ
S. S. Amerika DDR
S. S. President Grant DDS

S. S. Pretoria DDT
S.S.Cleveland DDV
S. S. Graf Waldersee DDW
S. S. Prinz Adalbert DDZ
Pasadena, Cal. DE
S.S.Edmund DEH
S. S. Derfflinger DER
S. S. Elenore Woermann

DEW
Santa Barbara, Cal. (Hotel

Potter) DF
Vancouver, British Columbia

DF
S. S. Furst Bismarck DFB
S. S. Fred. B. Wells DFB
S. S. Fritz DFH
Sacramento, Cal. DG
S. S. D. G. Kerr DGK
S. S. Grosserog von Olden-

burg DGO
S. S. Goeben DGN
S. S. Gneisenau DGU
S. S. Gertrude Woermann

DGW
S. S. Kingfisher DH
S. S. Helene Blumenfeld

DHB
S. S. Camerones DHC
S. S. Heluan DHE
S. S. Habsburg DHG
S. S. Mendoza DHM
S. S. Hohenstauffen DHN
S. S. Frank T. Heffelinger

DHN
S. S. Hellig Olav DHO
S. S. Presidente de Mintre

DHP
S. S. Presidente'Quintana

DHQ
S. S. Holger DHR
S. S. Kingsway DI
S. S. Imperator DIR
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San Pedro, Cal. DJ
S. S. James C. Wallace DJC
S. S. James H. Reed DJR
Everett, Wash. DK
S. S. Kronprinzessin

Cecile DKA
S. S. Berlin DKB
Ikeda Head, Wash. DKD
S- S. Friedrich der Grosse

DKD
S. S. Princess Irene DKE
S. S. Prinz Friedrich

August DKF
S. S. Konig Friedrich

August DKF
S. S. Konig Wilhelm II DKG
S. S. Grosser Kurfurst DKG
S. S. Main DKI
S. S. Neckar DKK
S S. Konigen Luise DKL
S. S. Kaiser Wilhelm II DK
S. S. George Washington

S. S. Konig Albert DKO
S. S. Kronprinz Wilhelm

DKP
S. S. Rhein DKR
S. S. Barbarossa DKS
S. S. Kaiser Wilhelm der

Grosse DKW
S. S. Princess Alice DKZ
S. S. Lutzow DLO
S. S. Lucile Woermann DLW
Duluth, Minn. DM
S S. Meteor DMR
S. S. Mainz DMZ
San Luis Obispo, Cal. DN
Drogden, Denmark DN
S. S. Nora DNH
S. S. Moskwa DOA
S. S. Oscar second DOR
Dieppe, France DP

S. S. Prince Adalbert DPA
S. S. Prinz Eitel Fried-

rich DPE
S. S. Prinz Ludwig DPL
S. S. Prince Sigismund DPS
S. S. Prince Waldemar DPW
Eugene, Oreg. DR
Detroit, Mich. DR
S. S. Corcovado DRC
S. S. Prinz Regent Luit-

pold DRL
S. S. Roon DRN
South Haven, Mich. DS
Port Townsend, Wash DS
S. S. Scharnhorst DSA
S. S. Senator Holthusen DSH
S. S. Sarnia DSM
S. S. H. P. Bope DSO
S. S. Senator Refardt DSR
S. S. Kleist DST
S. S. Siberia DSV
S. S. Seyditz DSZ
S. S. Titania DTG
S. S. Admiral DTP
Wilmington, Del. DU
Juneau, Alaska DU
S. S. Geo. W. Peavey DUF
S. S. United States DUS
Chehalis, Wash. DV
Newport, Oreg. DW
S. S. Ward Ames DWA
Toledo, Ohio (Hotel Secor)

DX
S. S. Ypiranga DYA
S. S. Yorck DYK
Lansing, Mich. DZ
Portland, Oreg. DZ
S. S. Ziethan DZN
American schooner Pendletou

Sisters Dl
Port Townsend, Wash. D2
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S. S. Earl Grey EG
S. S. El Norte EN
S. S. Easton ES
Cerritos de Sinaloa,

Mexico EY
U. S. Army cable boat

Field FA
S. S. City of Columbus FA
Malabang, P. I. FA
Fayal. Azores FAL
Outer Jade lightship, Ger-

many FAU
S. S. City of Atlanta

Fairbanks, Alaska FB
Borkum Reef lightship, Ger-

many FBR
Fort. Andrews, Mass. FC
S. S. City of Macon FC
Fort Wood, N. Y. FD
S. S. City of Memphis FD
Nome, Alaska FD
Ferrol, Spain FE
Kotlik, Alaska FE
Elbe I lightship, Ger-

many FEF
S. S. Naomi FG
Fort Gibbon, Alaska FG
Corregidor Island, P. I. FH
Eider lightship, Germany

FIF
S. S. City of Augusta FJ
Fort Stevens, Oreg. FJ
S. S. City of Savannah FK
Circle City, Alaska FK
Fort Leavenworth, Kans. FL
Flores, Azores FLO
Flekkero, Norway FLK
Fort St. Michael, Alaska FM
Fort Morgan, Ala. FM
Zamboanga, P. I. FM
Fort Hancock, N. J. FN
Flannon, Isle, Scotland FNL

Fastnet, Ireland FNT
Fort Monroe, Va. FO
S. S. Nacoochee EP
Petersburg, Alaska FP
Fort Egbert, Alaska FQ
U. S. Army Cable Ship

Joseph Henry FR
Fort Omaha, Nebr. FS
Jolo, P. I. FS
Fort Totten, N. Y. FT
Fort Levett, Me. FV
Villegignon, Brazil FVG
Fort H. G. Wright, N.Y. FW
Wrangell, Alaska FW
Wesser lightship, Germany

FWF
S. S. City of St. Louis FX
Fort Worden, Wash. FX
S. S. City of Montgomery FY
U. S. Artillery harbor tug,

General R. B. Ayres FY
Yacht Lydonia FZ
Fort Riley, Kans. FZ
S. S. City of Seattle GA
S. S. Capt. A. F. Lucas CB
Cape Breton, Glace Bay,
Nova Scotia GB

Bolt Head, England GBA
S. S. Georgia GC
Brow Head, Ireland GCK
Caistor, England GCS
Standard Oil barge 91 GD
Graady lightship, Den-
mark GD

S. S. City of Everett GF
S. S. Falcon GF
S. S. Maverick GH
Grand Haven, Mich. GH
Gjedser, Denmark GJ
S. S. Cottage City GK
Standard Oil barge 94 GK
Karlskrona, Sweden GK
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The Lizard, England GLD
Liverpool, England GLV
Grand Marians, Minn. GM
S. S. Asuncion GM
S. S. Pilgrim GM
Malin Head, Ireland GMH
S. S. Atlas GN
North Foreland, England

GNF
Niton, England GNI
Chicago, 111. (Congress

Hotel) GO
Standard Oil barge 95 GP
S. S. City of Pueblo GQ
Copenhagen, Denmark GRA
Guaraliba, Brazil GRA
Rosslare, Ireland GRL
Grand Rapids, Mich. GRM
S. S. Astral GS
S. S. Senator GS
S. S. Umatilla GU
Guernsey, England GU
Guadalajara, Spain GU
Galveston, Texas GV
S. S. Governor GV
Grand Island, La. GW
S. S. President GW
S. S. Queen GX
Los Angeles, Cal. G2
Holland, Mich. H
Horten, Norway H
Cape Hatteras, N. C. HA
New Orleans, La. (United

Fruit Co.) HB
U. S. Army Artillery harbor

tug Harvey Brown HB
Heysham, England HER
S. S. Arizona HC
Carlobago, Austria-Hungary

S. S. Alameda HD
Elizabeth City, N.C. HD

Helder, Holland HDR
Fiume, Austria-Hungary HF
S. S. Mariposa
New Orleans, La. HK
Cape d'Aguilar, Hongkong

Haaks Lightship, Holland
HKS

S. S. Jefferson HM
S. S. Hanalia HN
S. S. Chester \V. Chapin HN
S. S. Missouri HN
Hunstanton, England HNU
S. S. Corwin HO
S. S. Chicago HO
Hoek van Holland HOK
Trinidad (High Post) HP
Mackinac Island, Mich. HQ
Horns Reef lightship, Den-
mark HR

Cabo Haro, Mexico HR
Tug Savage HS
S. S. Londonderry HSM
Nak Nek, Alaska HT
Kahuku, Oahu, Hawaiian Is-

lands HU
Havana, Cuba (Vedado) HV
S. S. Grant HV
S. S. Mackinaw HW
Cuban Revenue Cutter

Hatuey HY
Ludington, Mich. HX
S. S. Humboldt HX
Amesbury, Mass HY
S. S. Plymouth HY
Zengg, Austria-Hungary HZ
S. S. Rose City H2
Brest, France (arsenal) IBF
Ilha das Cobras, Brazil ICL
Inistrahull, Ireland IH
S. S. Illinois IN
Toulon, France ITF
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S. S. Imparatul Traian ITR
Port Vendres, France IVF
S. S. City of Racine JC
Kingston, Jamaica JCA
Chosi, Japan JCS
S. S. North Land JD
Jersey, England JE
S, S. Horato Hall JH
S. S. Manhattan JM
Otchishi, Japan JOI
Ose Saki, Japan JOS
S. S. North Star JS

Shiomizaki, Japan JSM
Tsimoshima, Japan JTS
S. S. James Whalen JW
Jacksonville, Fla. JX
S. S. Antilles KA
Puako, Hawaiian Islands KA
Angaur, Caroline Islands

KAN
Spokane, Wash. KB
Bremerhaven, Lloyd Hall,

Germany KBH
Arkona, Germany KAR
Bwlk, Germany KBK
Borkum, Germany KBM
Brunsbuttelkoog, Germany

KBR
S. S. Christopher Colum-

bus KC
Cuxhaven, Germany KCX
S. S. Comus KD
St. Helens. Oreg, KE
S. S. King Harold KGH
Helgoland, Germany KHG
Yap, Caroline Islands KJA
S. S. Momus KM
Marienleuchte, Germany

KMR
Erie, Pa. KN
Norddeich, Germany KND

Pachena Point, British
Columbia KPD

S. S. Creole KR
S. S. Santa Cruz KS
Constanca, Roumania KST
The Dalles, Oreg. KT
Tsingtau, China KTS
Signalberg, Germany KTS
Walla Walla, Wash. KU
Key West, Fla. KW
S. S. Kentucky KY
Lahaina, Maui, Hawaiian Is-

lands LH
Machrihanish Bay, Scot-

land LK(D)
Cullercoats, England LNS
S. S. Lady Laurier LR
Castelneuvo, Austria-

Hungary LRC
Pola, Austria-Hungary LRP
Sebenico, Austria-Hungary

Loch Boisdale, Scotland LSG
Lussin, Austria-Hungary LU
Havana, Cuba. (Morro

Castle) M
Messina, Italy M
S. S. Alliance MA
S. S. Maine MA
S. S. Carmania MAA
S. S. Lombardia MAB
S. S. Sicilia MAC
S. S. Duca Degli Abruzzi

MAD
S. S. Duca di Genova MAE
S. S. Mendoza MAF
S. S. Cordova MAG
S. S. Virginia MAH
S. S. Caledonia MAI
S. S. Indiana MAK
S. S. Liguria MAL
S. S. Lusiania MAM
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S. S. Niagara MAN
S. S. Duca d'Aosta MAO
S. S. Sardegna MAS
Steam yacht Atalanta MAT
American Tickle, Labrador

MAT
Asinara, Sardinia, Italy MAS
S. S. Umbria MAU
S. S. Florida MAV
S. S. Alva MAV
S. S. Antony MAY
Mobile, Ala. MB
Cable steamer Mackay-Ben-

nett MB
S. S. Asturias MBB
S. S. Baltic MBC
Bardera, Italy MBD
Cape Bear, Prince Edward Is-

land MBE
S. S. Araguay MBG
Battle Harbor, Labrador

MBH
BeUe Isle, Newfoundland

MBI
Bernal, Argentine Republic

MBL
S. S. Arragon MEN
S. S. Avon MBO
S. S. Ben My Chree MBQ
Bloomfield, England MBR
Palm Beach

;
Fla. MBS

Becco di Vela, Caprera,
Italy MBV

S. S. Athenie MBW
Brava, Italy MBW
S. S. Old Colony MC
S. S. Sheboygan MC
S. S. Campania MCA
Chateau Bay, Labrador MCB
Cape Cod, Mass. MCC
Steam yacht Cassandra MCD
S. S. Cambria MCG

Mocangue, Brazil MCG
S. S. California MCI
Point Rich. Nova Scoria

MCH
S. S. Chili MCI
Clarke City, Seven Islands,
Canada MCK

Cable ship Colonia MCL
Capo Mele, Liguria, Italy ^

S. S. Corsican MCN
S. S. Chaco MCO
Monte Capuccini, Ancona,

Italy MCP
Cape Ray, Newfoundland

MCR
S. S. Bucaneer MCT
Cape May, N. J. MCY
Cozzo Spadaro, Cape Passaro,

Sicily MCZ
S. S. Cristobal MD
S. S. Shinnecock MD
S. S. Cedric MDC
S. S. Dominion MDF
S. S. Devonian MDL
S. S. Sardinian MDN
Domino Island, Labrador

MDO
Steam yacht Electra ME
S. S. Etruria MEA
S. S. Tamarac MEB
S. S. Narragansett MEG
S. S. Cassandra MED
S. S. Iroquois MEI
Merka, Italy MEK
S. S. Bohemian MEL
Melilla, Morocco MEL
S. S. Navahoe MEN
S. S. Empress Queen MEQ
S. S. Royal Edward MER
S. S. Satrustegin MES
S. S. Alfonse XII MET
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S. S. Finance
S. S. Lusitania
S. S. Arabic
S. S. Canada
S. S. Finland

MF
MFA
MFC
MFC
MFD

S. S. W. H. Gratwick MFD
Fraserburgh, Scotland MFH
S. S. Furnessia MFI
S. S. Winifredian MFL
S. S. Pretorian MFN
Fame Point, Quebec MFP
Fort Spuria, Messina, Italy

MFS
Tug Tatoosh MG
S. S. Mauretania MGA
Steam yacht Lysistrata MGB
S. S. Cymric MGC
S. S. Saturnia MGD
S. S. Germania MGE
S. S. Harvard MGH
Grosse Isle, Quebec MGI
S. S. Canadian MGL
S. S. Virginian MGN
Giumbo, Italy MGO
S. S. Royal George MGR
S. S. Yale MGY
S. S. Panama MH
S. S. Noordan MHA
S. S. New Amsterdam MHB
S. S. Adriatic MHC
New Haven, England MHH
S. S. Cestrian MHL
S. S. Potsdam MHM
S. S. Cartheginian MHN
Heath Point, Anticosti Island,
Canada MHP

S. S. Rotterdam MHR
S. S. Statendam MHS
Camperdown, Halifax, Nova

Scotia MHX
S. S. Rijndam MHY
S. S. Minnesota MI

S. S. Ivernia
S. S. Laurentic
S. S. Inanda
S. S. Inkosi
S. S. lolanda

MIA
MIC
MID
MIK
MIL

S. S. PrincipesaMafalda MIM
S. S. Ionian MIN
S. S. Principesa lolanda MIO
Itala, Italy MIT
S. S. Suevic MJC
S. S. Haverford MJH
S. S. Merion MJM
S. S. Millinocket MK
Milwaukee, Wis. MK
S. S. Olympic MKC
S. S. Kroonland MKD
S. S. Frisia MKF
S. S. Holland MKH
S. S. Corinthian MKN
S. S. Makura MKU
S. S. Killarney MK'Y
S. S. Montcalm ML
S. S. Guadeloupe MLA
S. S. La Bretagne MLB
S. S. Celtic MLC
S. S. Leopold II MLD
S. S. Lake Erie MLE
S. S. Milwaukee MLF
S. S. La Flandre MLF
S. S. La Gascoyne MLG
S. S. Lake Michigan MLH
S. S. Montreal MLI
S. S. Montrose MLJ
S. S. Montezuma MLK
S. S. La Lorraine MLL
S. S. Lake Manitoba MLM
S. S. Lake Champlain MLN
S. S. Mount Royal MLO
S. S. La Provence MLP
S. S. Mount Temple MLQ
S. S. La Navarre MLR
S. S. La Savoie MLS
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S. S. La Touraine
S. S. La Champagne
Lugh, Italy
S. S. Montfort
S. S. Monmouth
S. S. Chicago
S. S. Montcalm
S. S. Minnehaha
S. S. Madonna
S. S. Majestic
S. S. Malwa
S. S. Mantua
S. S. Morea
S. S. Egypt

>. Molda\

MLT
MLU
MLU
MLW
MLX
MLY
MLZ
MMA
MMB
MMC
MMD
MME
MMF
MMG
MMH
MMH
MMI
MMJ
MMK
MML
MMM
MMN

S. S. Moldavia
S. S. Marie Henriette
S. S. Charles Roux
S. S. Mongolia
S. S. Minnetonka
S. S. Macedonia
S. S. Mooltan
S. S. Minneapolis
Punta del Este, Uraguay

MMO
S. S. Persia MMQ
S. S. Marmora MMR
San Guilano di Trapani,

Italy MMS
S. S. Salsette MMT
S. S. China MMU
S. S. Perou MMV
S S. Mesaba MMV
S. S. Minnewaska MMW
S.S.India MMV
S. S. Arabia MMZ
Tug Lome MN
S. S. Manitou MN
S. S. Pannonia MNA
S. S. Romanic MNC
North Sydney. Canada MND
S. S. Menominee MNE
S. S. Grotius MNG

S. S. New York MHK
S. S. Manitou MXM
S. S. Numidian MNN
S. S. Oranje MNO
S. S. Prinses Juliana MNP
S. S. Marquette MNQ
S. S. Rembrandt MNR
Indian Harbor, Labrador

MNR
S. S. Konig Wilhelm III MNT
S. S. Vondel MNV
S. S. Konig Wilhelm I MNW
S. S. Ancona MOA
S. S. Bologna MOB
S. S. Oceanic MOC
S. S. Otrato MOO
S. S. Sienna MOE
S. S. Columbia MOI
S. S. Mongolian MON
S. S. Ravenna MOR
S. S. Toscana MOS
S. S. Taormina MOT
S. S. Verona MOV
S. S. Carpathia MPA
S. S. Empress of Britain MPB
S. S.Canopic MPC
S. S. Princess Clementine

MPC
Poldhu, England MPD
S. S. Lapland MPD
S. S. Princess Elizabeth MPE
S. S. Empress of China MPG
S. S. Philadelphia MPH
S. S. Princess Henriette MPH
S. S. Empress of India MPI
S. S. Empress of Japan MPJ
S. S. Princess Josephine MPL
S. S. Empress of Ireland MPL
Palmaria, Italy MPM
Capo Sperone, Sardinia,

Italy MPN
Point Amour, Labrador MPR
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Ponza Island, Italy MPS
S. S. Patris MPT
S. S. Balmoral Castle MPW
S. S. Persic MQC
S. S. Bunker Hill MR
S. S. Caronia MRA
S. S. Roma MRB
S. S. Cretic MRC
S. S. Sindoro MRD
S. S. Regina Elena MRE
S. S. Sannio MRF
S. S. Regina d'ltalia MRG
S. S. Campania MRH
S. S, Re d'ltalia MRI
S. S. Ophir MRJ
S. S. Kawi MRK
Monte Mario, Rome, Italy

MRM
S. S. Grampian MRN
S. S. Re Vittorio MRO
S. S. Principe di Piedmonte

MRP
S. S. Soentuer MRQ
S. S. Rindjani MRM
S. S. Tomasodi Savoia MRS
Three Rivers, Canada MRS
Father Point, Quebec MRT
S. S. Principe Umberto MRU
S. S. Principe di' Udine MRV
S. S. Willis MRW
S. S. Tambora MRY
S. S. Lazio MRZ
S. S. Ancon MS
S. S. Massachusetts MS
S. S. Saxonia MSA
Cape Sable, Nova Scotia

MSB
Siasconsett, Mass. MSC
Sable Island, Nova Scotia

MSB
Sea Gate, N. Y . MSE
S. S San Giovanni MSF

S. S. San Georgio MSH
St. John, Pattridge Island,
New Brunswick MSJ

Sagaponack, N. Y. MSK
Santa Maria di Leuca,

Italy MSL
S. S. St. Louis MSL
S. S. San Guiseppi MSN
S. S. Hesperian MSN
S. S. San Gugliemo MSO
S. S. St. Paul. MSP
Wellfleet, Cape Cod, Mass.

MSW
S. S. Minto MT
S. S. Ultonia MTA
S. S. Teutonic MTC
Cross Sand lightship,

England MTD
East Goodwin lightship, Eng-

land MTE
Gull lightship, England MTG
S. S. Themistocles MTH
S. S. Athinai MTI
Steam yacht Florence MTK
Sunk lightship, "-England

MTK
Montreal, Quebec MTL
S. S. Tunisian MTN
Torre Piloti di Malamocco,

Italy MTP
S. S. Trotona MTR
South Goodwin lightship,

England MTS
Tongue lightship, England

MTT
Murdock, Chelsea, Mass. MU
Musil, Austria-Hungary MU
S. S. Umbria MUA
S. S. Titanic MUG
S. S. Francesca MUF
S. S. Argentina MUG
S. S. Alice MUL
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S. S. Sicilian MUN
S. S. Oceania MUO
S. S. Laura MUR
S. S. Sophia MUS
S. S. Martha WashingtonMUW
S. S. Advance MV
S. S. New Haven MV
S. S. Argentina MVA
S. S. Bresilia MVB
S. S. Italia MVC
S. S. Vaderland MVD
Montevideo, Uruguay MVD
S. S. Europa MVE
S. S. Savoia MVF
Venison Island, Labrador

MVI
Steam yacht The Viking

S. S. Victorian MVN
S. S. Oceania MVO
S. S. Viking MVQ
S. S. Nord America MVR
S. S. America MVS
Viesti, Mount Gargano,

Italy MVT
S. S. Venezia MVZ
S. S. Maurence MW
Manitowoc, Wis. MW
Wilhelmshaven, GermanyMW
Vladivostok, Siberia MW
S. S. Aaro MWA
S. S. Runic MWC
S. S. Ionic MWI
S. S. Athenic MWN
S. S. Oslo MWO
Whittle Rocks, Quebec MWR
Withernsea, England MWS
S. S. Corinthic MWT
S. S. Colon MX
S. S. Medic MXC

S. S. Afric MYC
Mazatlan, Mexico MZ
S. S. Zealandia MZA
S. S. Bornu MZB
S. S. Megantic MZC
S. S. Zeeland MZD
S. S. Florizal MZL
S. S. Parisian MZN
S. S. Rosalind MZR
Venice, Italty (Arsenal)

MZV
Gjedser Reef lightship, Den-
mark N

Nauen, Germany NA
Cape Elizabeth, Me. (naval

station) NAB
Portsmouth, N. H., (navy

yard) NAC
Boston, Mass, (navy-yard)

NAD
Cape Cod, Highland Light,

Mass, (naval station) NAE
Newport, R. I . (naval

station) NAF
Fire Island, N. Y. (naval

station) NAG
Brooklyn, N. Y. (navy-

yard) NAH
Philadelphia, Pa. (navy-

yard) NAI
Cape Henlopen, Lewes, Del.

(naval station) NAJ
Annapolis, Md. ((Naval
Academy) NAK

Washington, D. C. (navy-
yard) NAL

Norfolk, Va. (navy-yard)
NAM

Pivers Island, Beaufort, N.C.

(naval station) NAN
Charleston, S. C. (navy-

yard) NAO
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St. Augustine Fla. (naval
station) NAP

Jupiter Inlet, Neptune, Fla.

(naval station) NAQ
Key West, Fla. (naval

station) NAR
Pensacola, Fla. (navy-

yard)
'

NAS
New Orleans, La. (naval

station) NAT
San Juan, P. R. (naval

station) NAU
Culebra, W.I. (naval

station) NAV
Guantanamo, Cuba (U. S.

naval station) NAW
Colon, Isthmian Canal Zone

(naval station) NAX
Porto Bello, Isthmian Canal

Zone (naval station) NAY
U. S. S. Ajax NBH
U. S. S. Alabama NBI
U. S. S. Albany NBJ
U. S. S. Alexander NBM
U. S. S. Arethusa NBU
U. S. S. Bailey NCF
U. S. S. Bainbridge NCG
U. S. S. Baltimore NCH
U. S. S. Barry NCK
U. S. S. Biddle NCM
U. S S. Birmingham NGN
U. S. S. Brutus NCT
U. S. S. Buffalo NCU
U. S. S. Burrows NCV
U. S. S. Caesar NCY
U. S. S. California NCZ
S. S. Northland ND
U. S. S. Castine NBA
U. S. S. Celtic NDB
U. S. S. Charleston NDC
U. S. S. Chattanooga NDE
U. S. S. Chauncey NDF

U. S. S. Chester NDG
U. S. S. Chicago NDI
U. S. S. Cincinnati NDL
U. S. S. Cleveland NDM
U. S. S. Colorado NDN
U. S. S. Connecticut NDQ
U. S. S. Culgoa NDU
U. S. S. Cyclops NDY
S. S. Nushagak NE
U. S. S. Dale NEH
U. S. S. Decatur NEJ
U. S. S. Delaware NEK
U. S. S. Denver NEM
U. S. S Des Moines NEN
U. S. S. Dixie NEP
U. S. S. Dolphin NEQ
U. S. S. Don Juan de Austria-

(Michigan Naval Militia

NER
U. S. S. Drayton NET
U. S. S. Dubuque NEU
U. S. S. Eagle NFC
U. S. S. Farragut NFP
U. S. S. Flusser NFS
U. S. S. Galveston NGD
U. S. S. Georgia NGF
U. S. S. Glacier NGH
U. S. S. Goldsborough NGJ
U. S. S. Gopher (Minnesota
Naval Militia) NGK

U. S. S. Hannibal NGU
U. S. S. Hartford NGV
U. S. S. Hector NGX
U. S. S. Helena NGY
S. S. Wilhelmina NH
U. S. S. Hopkins NHC
U. S. S. Hull NHE
U. S. S. Idaho NHN
U. S. S. Illinois NHO
U. S. S. Indiana NHQ
U. S. S. Iowa NHT
U. S. S. Isis NHU
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S. S. Klamath NI
U. S. S. Jupiter NIE
U. S. S. Justin NIF
U.'S. S. Kansas NIO
U. S. S. Kearsarge NIP
U. S. S. Kentucky NIQ
U. S. S. Lamson NIW
U. S. S. Lawrence NIY
U. S. S. Lebanon NIZ
U. S. S. Leonidas NJA
U. S. S. Louisiana NJB
U' S. S. Macdonough NJH
U. S. S. Machias NJI
U. S. S. Maine NJL
U. S. S. Marietta NJQ
U. S. S. Mars NJR
U. S. S. Maryland NJS
U. S. S. Massachusetts NJT
U. S. S. Mayrant NJU
U. S. S. Mayflower NJV
U. S. S. McCall NJW
U. S. S. Michigan NJZ
S. S. Pequonock NK
U. S. S. Milwaukee XKA
U. S. S. Minnesota NKD
U. S. S. Mississippi NKE
U. S. S. Missouri NKF
U. S. S. Montana NKM
U. S. S. Monterey NKN
U. S. S. Montgomery NKO
U. S. S. Nanshan NKV
Nantucket Shoals light-

ship NLA
Diamond Shoals light-

ship NLB
Frying Pan Shoals light-

ship NLC
U. S. S. Nebraska NMA
U. S. S. Nero NMB
U. S. S. New Hampshire

NME
U. S. S. New Jersey NMF

U. S. S. New Orleans NMG
New York nautical school

ship Newport XMH
U. S. S. New York NMI
U. S. S. North Carolina NMN
U. S. S. North Dakota NMO
U. S. S. Ohio NMW
U. S. S. Olympia NMX
Nonendamm, Germany NO
U. S. S. Paducah NOG
U. S. S. Panther NOJ
U. S. S. Patapsco NOL
U. S. S. Patuxent NOM
U. S. S. Paulding NON
U. S. S. Paul Jones NOP
U. S. S. Pennsylvania NOT
U. S. S. Perkins NOX
U. S. S. Perry NOY
Cordova, Alaska (naval

station) NPA
Sitka, Alaska (naval

station) NPB
Bremerton, Wash, (navy-

yard) NPC
Tatoosh Island, Wash, (naval

station) NPD
North Head, Wash, (naval

station) NPE
Cape Blanco, Oreg. (naval

station) NPF
Table Bluff, Cal. (naval

station) NPG
North Post, Trinidad NPG
Mare Island, Cal. (navy-

yard) NPH
Farallon Islands, Cal. (naval

station) NPI
Yerba Buena Island, Cal.

(naval station) NPJ
Point Arguello, Cal. (naval

station) NPK
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Point Loma, Cal. (naval
station) NPL

Honolulu, Hawaii (naval sta-

tion) NPM
Guam, Marianas (naval sta-

tion) NPN
Cavite. P. I. (naval station)

NPO
Nieuport, Belgium
S. S. Holland
U. S. S. Pompey
U. S S. Prairie

U. S. S. Preble
U. S. S. Preston
U. S. S. Princeton
U. S. S. Prometheus
U. S. S. Rainbow
U. S. S. Raleigh
Massachusetts nautical

school ship Ranger NRG
U. S. S. Reid NRE
U. S. S. Rhode Island NRI
U. S. S. Decatur NRJ
II. S. S. Roe NRM
U. S. S. Salem NRZ
S. S. New Hampshire NS
U. S. S. Saturn NSF
U. S. S. Scorpion NSG
U. S. S. Smith NSQ
U. S. S. Solace NST
U. S. S. South Carolina NSW
U. S. S. South Dakota NSX
U. S. S. Sterling NTA
IT. S. S. Sterrett NTB
U. S. S. Stewart NTC
U. S. S. St. Louis NTF
U. S. S. Stringham NTI
U. S. S. Supply NTK
S. S. J. S. Chanslor NU
U. S. S. Tacoma NUA
U. S. S. Tennessee NUG
U. S. S. Terry NUI

U. S. S. Tonopah NUN
U. S. S. Truxtun NUS
S. S. Charles S. Nelson NV
U. S..S. Vermont NVK
U. S. S. Vestal NVL
U. S. S. Vicksburg NVN
U. S. S. Virginia NVR
U. S. S. Vulcan NVT
S. S. Northwest NW
Nawiliwili, Kauai, Hawaiian

Islands NW
U. S. S. Warrington NWD
U. S. S. Washington NWE
U. S. S. West Virginia NWG
U. S. S. Wheeling NWH
U. S. S. Whipple NWI
U. S. S. Wilmington NWK
U. S. S. Wisconsin NWM
U. S. S. Worden NWP
U. S. S. Yankton NXB
U. S. S. Yorktown NXD
New York ,N. Y. (42 Broad-
way) NY

Tug Fearless N2
S. S. Hamilton OA
S. S. Atlanta OAA
S. S Columbia OAC
S. S. Sophia Hohenberg OAH
S. S. Princess Anne OB
S. S. Jamestown OC
S. S. Jefferson OD
New York, N. Y. (Herald

ship news office, The
Battery) OHX

S. S. Kayo Maru OKY
Pernambuco, Brazil OL
S. S. Monroe OM
U. S. Artillery harbor tug

General Randall OR
S. S. Olivette OV
S. S. Mascotte OW
Berlin, Germany OW
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Oxford, England OX
S. S. Miami OZ
New York, N. Y. (Hotel

Plaza) P
Isle of Pines, Cuba P
Seattle, Wash. (University

founds)
PA

Prince Albert PA
Ketchikan, Alaska
Pemba Island, Zanzibar PB
Astoria, Oreg. PC
Tampa, Fla. PD
Friday Harbor, Wash. PD
Port Said, Egypt PD
Providence, R. I. PF
Aberdeen, Wash. PF
Westport, Wash. PG
Payo Obispo, Mexico PG
Point Grey, British Colum-

bia PGD
San Francisco, Cal PH
Avalon, Catalina Island,

Cal. PI
Fort Frank, P. I. PIA
Fort Drumm, P. I. PIB
Fort Wint, P. I. PIC
Fort William McKinley,

P. I. PID
Point Judith, R. I. PJ
Los Angeles, Cal. (Boyle

Heights) PJ
San Diego, Cal. PK
Porthcuno, Cornwall Eng-

land PK
Port Tewfik, Egypt PK
Peking, China (Italian em-

bassy) PK
Eureka, Cal. PM
Bahia Blanca, Argentine Re-

public PM
Pere Marquette car ferry

No. 5 PM5

Alpena, Mich. PN
Katalla, Alaska PN
Manila, P. I. PN
Ponta Negra, Brazil PNA
Cordova, Alaska PO
Kronstadt (Fort Menschi-

koff), Russia PPZ
Monterey, Cal. PQ
S. S. City of Chicago PQ
Parkeston Quay, England

PQL
North Vancouver, British

Columbia PR
Prince Rupert, British Co-
lumbia PRD

San Francisco, Cal. (Presidio)
PS

Port of Spain, Trinidad PS
Fort Bragg. Cal. PT
St. Petersburg, Russia PTB
Bellingham, Wash. PU
S. S. Mobilla PU
S. S. Providence PV
Victoria, British Columbia

PW
Los Angeles, Cal. (Exam-

iner) PX
Olympia. Wash, PY
S. S. Enterprise PI
S. S. Hilonian P2
.S. S. Portland P3
S. S. Col. E. L. Drake P4
Standard Oil barge 3 P5
S S, Buckman P7
S. S. Watson P8
S. S. Bertha P9
Quebec Q
Bluefields, Nicaragua Q
Alderney, England QDH
Washington, D. C (Elliott

Woods) QK
Antwerp, Belgium QR
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Bermuda QWC
Reggio, Italy R
S. S. Algerie RAG
S. S. Governor Cobb RB
Lightship Recalada, La Plata

River, Argentine Re-

public RC
TJ. S. revenue cutter Algon-

quin RCA
U. S. revenue cutter Bear

RGB
U. S. revenue cutter Andros-

coggin RCD
U. S. revenue cutter Seneca

RCE
U. S. revenue cutter Sno-

homish RCF
U. S. revenue cutter Gres-

ham RCG
U. S. revenue cutter McCul-

lough RCH
U. S. revenue cutter Itasca

RC1
U. S. revenue cutter Wood-

bury RCJ
U. S. revenue cutter Tahoma

RCK
U. S. revenue cutter Tusca-

rora RCL
U. S. revenue cutter Mo-
hawk RCM

U. S. revenue cutter Mann-
ing RON

U. S. revenue cutter Onon-

daga RCO
U. S. revenue cutter Apache

RCP
U. S. revenue cutter Perry

RCQ
U. S. revenue_cutter Rush

RCR

U. S. revenue cutter Semi-
nole RCS

U. S. revenue cutter Thetis
RCT

U. S. revenue cutter Acush-
net RCU

U. S. revenue cutter Win-
dom RCW

U. S. revenue cutter Yama-
craw RCY

S. S. La Rapide RD
S. S. France RFR
S. S. Formosa RFS
New Haven, England RHN
S. S. Ile-de-France RIF
S. S. Russie RIO
S. S. Italic RIT
Tug Relief RJ
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil RJ
Rijo, Brazil RJI
Corkbeg, England RJF
Santa Rosalia, Mexico RH
S. S. Plata RLA
S. S. Puritan RN
S. S. Calvin Austin RN
S. S. Atrato RNA
Magdalena RND
S. S. Nile RNJ
S. S. Clyde RNK
S. S. Thames RNM
S. S. Orinoco RNO
S. S. Ortona RNQ
S. S. Trent RNR
S. S. Tagus RNS
S. S. Orotava RNV
S. S. Oruba RNU
S. S. Berbice RNX
S. S. Premier RP
S. S. Pampa RPP
S. S. Parana RPR
S. S. I. J. Merritt RQ
S. S. Marquette RQ
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Dover, England RQW
Rixhoft, Germany RRX
S. S. Rescue RS
Pinar del Rio, Cuba RS
Rost, Norway RST
Port Arthur, Tex. RU
S. S. Governor Dingley RV
IT. S. Artillery Harbor Tug

Captain Rowell RW
Mexican cable ship Relay RX
S. S. Yale RY
Raza, Brazil RZA
Cambridge, Mass. S
S. S. Salvor SAL
S. S. Satellite SAT
S. S. Prinz August Wil-
helm SB

S. S. Birma SBA
8. S. Indiana SC
S. S. Tasco SC
Bari, Italy SC
S. S. J. F. Tietgen SCF
Scheveningen, Holland SCH
Felixstowe, England SCQ
S. S. Estonia SEA
San Franciso, Cal. SF
S. S. Prinz Eitel Frederich SF
S. S. Prinz Sigismund SG
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. SH
S. S. Oceana SK
Cape Lazo, B. C. SKD
Skegness, England SKE
San Jose del Cabo, Mexico SJ
S. S. Litunia SLA
S. S. Sierra SM
Ponta Delgado, San Miguel,
Azores SMG

Windmill Hill, Gibraltar SMP
Charleston, S. C. (Hampton

Park) SN
Santiago de Cuba, Cuba SN
Barge Shenango SNA

S. S. Wm. P. Porter SND
S. S. Wilpen SNW
S. S. King Oscar II SOR
Sorvaagen, Norway SOT
S. S. Prinz Joachim SP
S. S. Russia SRN
S. S. Puritan SQ
S. S. Stanley ST
Santa Maria, Azores STM
Savannah, Ga. SV
Southwest Pass, La. SW
Seattle, Wash. S2

Cherbourg, France TCF
S. S. Chito Maru TCY
Dunkerque, France TDF
Tobermory Island, Scot-

land THM
S. S. Hong Kong Maru THN
Triangle Island, British Co-

lumbia TLD
Lorient, France TLF
Port Patrick, England TLK
S. S. America Maru TMC
Tjomo, Norway TMO
Rame Head, England TMP
S. S. Tennessee TN
Tienstin, China TN
S. S. Nippon Maru TNP
Oran, Algeria TOF
Brest, France TQF
"S. S. Rosina TR
Rochefort, France TRF
S. S. Tenyo Maru TTY
Tempelhofer, Germany TU
Kiel, Germany (torpedo

station) TVK
Scilly Islands, England TVP
Tangier, Morocco TW
Portland, England TWQ
New York, N. Y., (11 1 Broad
way) TWT

S. S. Jos. Vacarro TY
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Tacoma, Wash. T2
S. S. Ellis UA
S. S. Preston UB
Boulogne, France UBL
S S. Buffalo UBO
S. S. Cartago WC
S. S. Ucayali UCL
S. S. Lansing UD
S. S. Parisiana UD
S. S. Idaho UDI
Rama, Nicaragua UE
S. S. Admiral Schley UG
S. S. Galilee UGO
S. S.Heredia UH
S. S. Herman Frasch UHF
S. S. Noruega URG
S. S. Highland Laddie UHL
S. S. Highland Pride UHP
S. S. Highland Rover UHR
Cape San Antonio, Cuba UJ
S. S. Acre UJA
S. S. Sergipe UJB
S. S. Orion UJC
S. S. Bahia UJG
S. S. Marnhao UJH
S. S. Olinda UJI
S. S. Brazil UJK
S. S. San Salvador UJM
S. S. Goyaz UJN
S. S. Para UJO
S. S. Saturno UJP
S. S. Manaos UJQ
S. S. Jupiter UJR
S. S. Ceara UJV
S. S. Alagoas UJY
S. S. Sirio UJZ
S. S. Turralba UK
S.S. Huallaga ULA
S. S. Santa Maria UM
S. S. Antenas UM
S. S. Druid UMD
Ouessant, France UOS

S. S. Prince George UPG
Porquerolies France UPQ
S. S. Prince Rupert UPR
S. S. Santa Rita US
Estevan Point, B. C. USD
S. S. Eskimo USK
St. Marie de la Mer, France

USM
S. S. St. Vincent USV
S. S. Admiral Dewey UV
S. S. Verdi UVD
S. S. Vasari UVR
S. S. Admiral Farragut UW
S. S. Pectan UW
S. S. San Paulo UWK
S. S. Minas Geraes UWN
S. S. Rio de Janeiro UWR
S. S. Texas UXg
S. S. Lurline U2
San Giovanni, Italy V
S. S. Apache VA
S. S. Arapahoe VB
S. S. Comanche VC
S. S. Villa de Douvres VI)
Yacht Vanadis VDS
S. S. Iroquois VF
Sheerness, England VFM
S. S. Algonquin VG
S. S. Huron VH
S. S. Seminole VJ
S. S. Cherokee VK
Wyl lightship, Denmark VL
S. S. Mohawk VM
Victoria, Britisli Columbia

VSD
Victoria, Britisli Columbia V2
New York, N. Y. (Waldorf-

Astoria) WA
S. S. China WA
S. S. W. B. Davock WB
S. S. Beaver WB
Wiborg, Italy WB
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S. S. Morro Castle WC
S. S. Bear WD
Bayonne, N.J. WD
S. S. City of Lowell WE
S. S. Manchuria WE
Escuela Naval, Chile WEN
Playa Ancha, Chile WFT
S. S. Seguranca WG
S. S. Havana WH
S. S. Korea WK
Las Salinas, Chile WLS
S. S. Merida WM
S. S. Mongolia WN
Wilsons Point, Conn. WN
Eastport, Me. WQ
S. S. City of Traverse WQ
New London, Conn. WS
S. S. Asia WT
S. S. Siberia WU
S. S. Vigilancia WV
S. S. Mexico WX
S. S. Monterey WY
Motor yacht Sea Otter WY
S. S. Esperanza WZ
U. S. Artillery harbor tug
Reno X

Port Limon, Costa Rico X
S. S. Hendrick Hudson XA
S. S. Arizona XA
S. S. City of Philadelphia XA
New York, N. Y. (66 Broad-
way) XAS

New York, N. Y. (Metropo-
litan tower) XAV

S. S. City of Wilmington XB
S. S. Robert Fulton XB
Philadelphia, Pa. XBG
Washington, D. C. (Evans

Building) XBM
S. S. Walter Adams XD
S. S. Florida XF

S. S. Alabama
S. S. Virginia
S. S. Alaska

Duluth, Minn.

Houghton, Mich.
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.

Cheboygan, Mich.

Toledo, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
S. S. Mindora
Escanaba, Wis.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Chicago, 111.

Michigan City, Ind.

Ludington, Mich.
S. S. J. L. Lawrence
S. S. City of Norfolk
S. S. City of Baltimore

Xcalac, Mexico
S. S. Louise
S. S. Quick Step
S. S. Jos. Wharton
S. S. S. V. Luckenbach
S. S. Paraguay
S.S.Thalia
S. S. Aki Maru
S. S. Awa Maru
S. S. Toledo
S. S. Inaba Maru
S. S. lyo Maru
S. S. Kaga Maru
S. S. Tllinois

S. S. Shinano Maru
S. S. Tamba Maru
S. S. Tango Maru
S. S. Toso Maru
S. S. Ossabow
S. S. Ogeechee
S. S. Satilla

S. S. Altamaha
Zanzibar
S. S Ocmulgee

23

GX
XK
XK
XKA
XKD
XKG
XKJ
XKS
XKW
XM
XMB
XMH
XMJ
XMQ
XMV
XN
XN
xo
XP
XQ
XQ
xw
YA
YA
YA

YAK
YAW
YD
YIB
YIY
YKG
YN
YSN
YTB
YTG
YTS
ZB
ZK
ZM.
ZQ
ZR.
zu
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